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Executive Summary
Mekong Institute (MI) organized a two-week Online Modular Training Program on
“Entrepreneurship Development Through E-Commerce Promotion” on October 26 –
November 6, 2020 via Zoom Cloud Meeting.
The broad aim of the modular training was to enhance the capacity of women-led SMEs and
government officials of trade promotion organizations to explore business opportunities in
the global market, including the Republic of Korea, through e-commerce.
There were 20 participants including 16 women entrepreneurs/ marketing managers
representing a wide range of product business sectors, and four (4) government officials from
the Business Development Service and Trade Promotion Organizations from Cambodia, Lao
PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV) in the training program.
The training content included interrelated modules on topics such as trends of
entrepreneurship through e-commerce, practical steps and tools kit for operating ecommerce, market access to the Republic of Korea, guidelines for the development of export
e-market plans, and action plan (AP) development. The 10-day online training sessions
included tools and methods such as live contact sessions, live group presentations, self-paced
learning and group discussions, evaluations/examination, and certificates of completion with
star ratings.
APs were developed by the participants as activities to implement in their respective
countries. Depending on their respective sectors, the participants drew up plans for
organizing national workshops, localized trainings and drafting export e-market plans for their
companies. A team from MI Trade and Investment Facilitation (TIF) Department and an
external consultant provided technical guidance to the participants during the period of
action plan implementation. Upon the completion of APIs, all participants will be invited to
take part in an online Synthesis and Evaluation (S&E) Workshop to report on lessons learned,
best practices, challenges and recommendations drawn from the APIs. The online S&E
Workshop is scheduled to be held in early December 2020.
To assess the effectiveness of the training program, different evaluation methods were
employed during the training program such as pre & post evaluations, daily feedback, and
after-event evaluation. The results of pre and post self-assessments revealed participants’
knowledge and understanding of subjects were enhanced after the training. The results of
after-event evaluation indicated that the training mostly met its objectives, with an overall
average rating of 4.1 out of 5. Further, the participants reported the training sessions were
relevant to their work and enhanced their knowledge and skills. Further, the participants said
they were very satisfied with the overall arrangements and organization of the training
(average rating: 4.6) and enjoyed the training atmosphere and learnt a lot from the resource
persons and co-participants.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Project on “Market Access Through E-Commerce Promotion for WomenLed SMEs"

The project on “Market Access Through E-Commerce Promotion for Women-Led SMEs” is
being implemented by Mekong Institute (MI) from 2020 to 2022 and funded by the Korea
International Cooperation Agency (KOICA). The broad aim of the project is to increase
employment opportunities and income through the development and expansion of exports
by women-led enterprises by enhancing quality, quantity, and relevance of business
development services as provided by trade promotion organizations, and increasing
capacities of women-led SMEs to identify and integrate into the global markets for their
products through utilizing ecommerce platforms.

1.2.

Online Modular Training Program on “Entrepreneurship Development
Through E-Commerce Promotion”

As part of the above-mentioned project, MI organized the Online Modular Training Program
on “Entrepreneurship Development Through E-Commerce Promotion” on October 26 –
November 06, 2020 using online training methods and tools.
The online modular training will be followed by three-week action plan implementation by
training participants in respective countries and an online Synthesis and Evaluation (S&E)
Workshop. The two-week training program follows MI’s modular training cycle.

2. Program Objectives and Outcomes
2.1.

Objectives

The broad aims of training are to
• Build capacities of women-led SMEs and trade promotion agencies from CLMV for
development/enhancement of entrepreneurship among women-led SMEs;
• Improve/update information and knowledge base of the participants of the training
on concept, models, modes of delivery, issues and best practices of e-commerce;
• Encourage women-led SMEs from CLMV to utilize e-commerce platforms to begin
exporting/ expanding exports of their products, in particular to Republic of Korea, as
well to import inputs and intermediate goods;
• Support women-led SMEs from CLMV in developing their export market plans to
establish greater linkages with global and regional value chains.

2.2.

Expected Outcomes

The training is expected to contribute to
• Expansion of businesses of women-led SMEs by identifying opportunities in export
markets, including Republic of Korea through e-commerce platforms;
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•

Improved quality and range of services offered by trade promotion agencies to
support exports of women-led SMEs of CLMV through e-commerce platforms.

3. Participants and Resource Persons (RPs)
3.1.

Participants

A total of 20 women participants from CLMV attended the program. The composition of the
participants is as following:
a) Sixteen (16) women entrepreneurs/ marketing managers representing a wide range
of product business sectors, including agriculture products, forestry products, fishery
products, Agri-biology products, coffee, tea, processed food, handicraft, beautify and
skin care, home decoration, electrical equipment, logistics, e-marketplace; and
b) Four (4) government officials from the Business Development Service and Trade
Promotion Organizations of related ministries of the CLMV countries.
The 16 SMEs represented following businesses:
• Agriculture products
• Forestry products
• Fishery products
• Agri-Biology Products
• Coffee
• Tea
• Processed food
• Handicraft
• Beautify and skin care
• Home decoration
• Electrical equipment
• Logistics
• E-marketplace

3.2.

Resource Persons (RPs)

There were two experts engaged by MI as the leading resource persons to design the
training curriculum and deliver training sessions. The training modules and session topics
delivered by them are summarized below:
Table 1: Leading Resource Persons (RPs)
Ms. Maria Fernanda Guzman
MI Consultant
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Module 1: The New Trends of Entrepreneurship through ECommerce
• Session 1.2: What is entrepreneurship and how it is
related to E-commerce?
• Session 1.2: Concepts of E-commerce

Module 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate
Cross Border E-commerce
• Session 2.1: Planning for Cross Border E-commerce
• Session 2.2: Operating Cross Border E-Commerce via
Suitable E-Platforms/E-Marketplaces
• Session 2.3: Selling Online via Your Own Business
Website
• Session 2.4: Social Media for Cross Border E-Commerce
Business
• Session 2.5: Supply Chain Management for Operating
Cross Border E-Commerce
• Session 2.6: Security, Privacy, Payment and Customers
Care of Cross Border E-Commerce
• Session 2.7: Workshop on Key Success Factors of
Operating Cross Border E-Commerce (B2B and B2C)
MODULE 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical
Guideline
• Session 4.1: Objective and Benefits of Export E-Market
Plan
• Session 4.2: Key Content of Export E-Market Plan
MODULE 5: Action Plan Development
• Session 5.1 Guideline for Preparing Action Plan
• Session 5.2 Presentation of Action Plans
• Session 5.3 Reflection, Revision and Guidance on
Participants’ Action Plan Development and
Implementation

Mr. Karl Miville de Chêne
MI Resource Person

MODULE 3: Access to Korean Market for SME Products
• Session 3.1 General Overview of Korean Market
• Session 3.2 Concrete Actions for Accessing the Korean
Market

There were guest speakers to either share their export experience through e-commerce, or
Korean market information.
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Ms. Dandi Maestre E-Commerce Entrepreneur and Accessory Designer
B2B & B2C, Sale in Domestic & International Market
Brand: Dani Maestre

Mr. Rodolfo Móseres-Dieppa
MI Resource Person, and BSBA, MALD
President
EQ Foundation

Mr. Joong Hyun Jough
Vice Chairman of Korean Importers Associations (KOIMA)

4. Training Approach
Phase I: Two-week Online Training Course on “Entrepreneurship Development Through ECommerce Promotion” | October 26-November 6, 2020 (3-4 hours per day) | Zoom application
The two-week training course was so designed as to enable the participants to have a
comprehensive understanding of the content, focus on sharing of practical knowledge by the
participants and resource persons, encourage exchange of information and ideas through
group discussions, adopt participative methods, and foster networking among the
participants. The language used during the training program was English.
The two-week online training at MI adopted the following methods and tools of delivery.
• Lectures and videos;
• Examples and case study presentations;
• Simulations and mock negotiations; and
• Group work, exercises and presentations.
The team of resource person(s), facilitators and moderators were comprised of experienced
MI and external experts with knowledge and experiences on the concepts and issues which
were introduced and discussed during the training.

The Modular Training Program Flow Chart
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Phase I: Two-week Training on Entrepreneurship Development through E Commerce
Promotion
Oct 26-Nov 6, 2020

4 Governmental Officials

16 Women-Led SMEs

(from Business Development Service and Trade
Promotion Organizations)

(Women entrepreneurs/
senior marketing managers)

Phase II: Action Plan Implementation (by Nov 30, 2020)
Action Plan: Organize
training/workshops to
additional 20 local women-led
SME exporter

SME exporter

SME exporter

Action Plan:
Develop Export E-Market Plans

SME Exporter

SME Exporter

SME Exporter

Phase III: Synthesis & Evaluation Workshop (by Dec 11, 2020)
Synthesis &Evaluation workshop: (2 days)
Review, Lesson Learnt & Way Forward

The training course were held on October 26- November 6, 2020 applied online training
methods in the following manner.
• The online meeting application – Zoom was chosen for conducting the live training
sessions;
• One-week before the training date, the MI Organizing Team conducted Pre-Training
Testing and Briefing Sessions two times to help participants to get familiar with the
ZOOM application and understand the arrangements and norms of participating in
the online training;
• From October 26-Novermber 6, 2020, the 10-day (3-4 hours per day) of live online
training sessions were conducted by the MI Organizing Team and MI Resource
Persons with the aid of online Power Point presentations, videos, simulation
techniques, whiteboards, survey techniques (for questionnaires and quizzes), role
play etc.
• In addition, the live training sessions included individual/group assignments, online
group work and discussions, live online group presentations;
• Live online training sessions were combined with self-paced learning – this was offline learning by the participants based on materials distributed by the MI Organizing
Team (when the participants can devote the duration and time on materials as they
wish, as per their convenience);
• Pre-training materials and additional training materials and references during the
course of the online training sessions were also distributed by the MI Team;
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•

•

•

The MI Organizing Team conducted a pre-training survey, daily feedback of the
participants on the live sessions, mid-term and final evaluations (or exams) through
online survey methods and graded the evaluations to ensure full participation and
attention.;
At the end of the online training sessions, certificates of completion were awarded to
the successful training participants. There were three levels of awards, i) three stars
awarded to the participants receiving grades above 90% in the, ii) two stars
awarded to the participants receiving grades between 60% and 90%, and iii) one star
awarded to the participants receiving grade below 60% evaluations conducted by
the MI team.
Each participant was provided an internet allowance of USD 10 per day to equip
themselves with high speed of internet package for attending the training sessions.

Each participant took part in all the training activities as following:
-

Total 30 hours of live online training sessions, that included
(a) lectures by resource person(s)
(b) group presentations
(c) Opening (1.5 hours) and Closing (1.5 hours) Sessions.

-

Self-paced activities (duration and time was decided by the participants themselves
or in consultation with their respective groups)
(a) At least one day devoted to pre-training materials including readings,
videos and assignments before the start of the training;
(b) At least one hour each week for additional training materials such as
videos, presentations and readings;
(c) Five days of breakout sessions (group/individual work, group discussions
and so on) pace as agreed between members of respective group (onetwo days each week). The outcomes of the group/individual work were
uploaded on the MI’s e-learning portal for review of the resource person(s)
and MI Team;
(d) Quizzes, simulation exercises, role plays, polls, evaluations etc. conducted
by the resource person(s) and MI Team
(e) Mid-term and final examinations (or evaluations) conducted by the MI
Organizing Team using online survey methods (e.g. SurveyMonkey)

Certificates were awarded to participants on the basis of the performance of the participants
in the two evaluations (or exams) and their participation in quizzes, surveys and other trainingrelated assignments.
Phase II: Action Plan Implementation by the training participants | November 6-30, 2020 | CLMV
Countries (Online and Offline Activities)
Action plans were drafted by the participants of the modular training and agreed upon with
the MI Organizing Team during the two-week online training. The action plans were
implemented by the participants using online tools and methods in consultation with the MI
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organizing Team. The MI team and experts provided guidance and monitored the Action
Plans development and implementation of the participants using online methods and tools.
Within three weeks of attending the two-week online training, all training participants were
required to implement their action plans.
• For the group of BDS providers: the four governmental officials from the key trade
promotion organizations will organize localized trainings/workshops in each of the
CLMV countries by November 30, 2020 to share their learnings from the training
content to additional at least 80 local women entrepreneurs (20/country).
• For the group of Women-led SMEs: the 16 participants will need to design and
finalize their export e-market plans by November 30, 2020, and test the plans in the
market afterwards. The MI team will monitor the progress in implementation
periodically until the entire project ended in 2022.
Phase III: Synthesis and Evaluation Workshop by MI via Zoom | 2 days, December 7-8, 2020
On December 7-8, 2020, all participants will be invited to attend an online Synthesis &
Evaluation (S&E) Workshop via Zoom for two days. Each participant will be required to
present their action plan implementation progress/results, best practices, lesson learnt,
opportunities and challenges, and ways forward.

5. Program Contents
5.1.
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Inauguration Ceremony

Mr. Suriyan Vichitlekarn, Executive Director, Mekong Institute (MI)
In his opening remarks, Mr. Suriyan Vichitleckarn warmly welcomed all the participants to the
two-week online modular training program, and underlined that the training would deepen
understanding of participants on e-commerce and entrepreneurship development, sustain and
expand their businesses by enhancing their managerial skills, broaden their access to business
opportunities, and mentor them to expand their networks and export products via e-commerce
in global markets and particularly to the Republic of Korea. Mr. Suriyan added that learning
from the Covid-19 pandemic experience which caused a lot of disruption to the business and
SME sector is that through e-commerce platforms, businesses and SMEs can be more resilient,
be able to access to new markets, and link B2B and B2C.
Mr. Suriyan hoped the participants would find the training useful, and strongly encouraged
participants to proactively take part in all training activities to make the training a success.
Finally, he extended his thanks to all the resource persons, the donor, and the MI organizing
team.
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta, Director of Trade and Investment Facilitation (TIF), MI
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta greeted and welcomed all the participants. He briefly explained
the background, goals, expected outcomes, and activities of the project on “Market Access
Through E-Commerce Promotion for Women-Led SMEs ". Further, Mr. Dutta provided an
overview of the e-training objectives, contents, approach and methodology, composition of
participants, resource persons, monitoring and evaluation tools, and program agenda,
respectively.
Mr. Dutta said he expected the training to not only provide the participants insightful
knowledge on the training topics, but to also serve as a platform for institutional and people
connections. Finally, he wished all the participants best of luck and successful learning during
the two-week training.

Opening of the training program and online group photo
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5.2.

Module 1: The New Trends of Entrepreneurship through E-Commerce

Ms. Maria Fernanda Guzman, MI Resource Person (RP), and Senior
International Trade Consultant
Led by Ms. Guzman, this module provided the participants important and
relevant information about requirements to be an entrepreneur. By
conducting key success factor analysis and presentations, the module
stimulated the entrepreneurship spirit of woman led SMEs.
Module Objectives:
•
•

•

To understand the new trends and required competences of entrepreneurship in the
era of post-COVID, and capture the opportunities and challenges for a small business;
To obtain basic understanding on different types of e-commerce and its associated
business models, available marketing tools, key players in the supply chain and
ecosystem;
To be able to use Business and Market Analysis tools to understand the enabling
environment and e-commerce options for their business.

Module Contents:
•
•

Session 1.1 What is Entrepreneurship and how is it related to E-commerce
Session 1.2 Concepts of E-commerce

Session 1.1 What is Entrepreneurship and how is it related to E-commerce
The session guided participants on following points:
• The trends and required competences of entrepreneurship in the era of post-COVID
• The difference between traditional business and e-commerce
• Business and Market Research Methods and Analysis Tools (e.g. Business Canvas,
Ecosystem and Supply Chain Mapping)
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Session 1.2 Concepts of E-commerce
• Features of different types of e-commerce - business models, marketing tools, key
players and required resources along supply chain, and benefits
o by geographic areas - domestic vs cross border e-commerce
o by types of sellers and consumer - B2B, B2C and sectors
• Enabling environment and existing ecosystem of e-commerce development in CLMV
countries;
• Video case studies and testimonial: Tata Harper, a successful women-led SME utilizing
opportunities of e-commerce to export her beauty products worldwide,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQ5nPpBwNJE.

Some leading international e-marketplaces were introduced to explain the different types of
e-commerce business models.
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Group Work:

Video source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQ5nPpBwNJE

Homework
Day 1, October 26, 2020

Table: Responses from participants on the homework:
Source: Daily Quiz and Evaluation for Day 1, October 26, 2020
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Learning outcomes of Module 1:
From the lecture presentations, group work and homework, at the end of training session,
participants were able to
•
•
•
•
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Review required entrepreneurship competences in the era of post-Covid-19, and
ready to adjust accordingly;
Obtain basic understanding on the business analysis and market research methods
and tools, such as Business Model Canvas and Supply Chain Mapping tools;
Understand different types of e-commerce models (B2B, B2C and C2C) and available
resources along supply chain to start or operate e-commerce.
From the case study of Tata Harper’s business video, participants understood well the
importance of introducing business’s value proposition and products’ selling points
to audience through an attractive video presentation.

Table: Responses from participants on the learning points of module 1
Source: Daily Quiz and Evaluation for Day 1, October 26, 2020
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5.3.

Module 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate Cross Border
E-commerce

Cautiously led by Ms. Guzman, from the most important module, the participants learned
practical steps and tools, including identification of right e-platforms and channels – popular
international and regional e-marketplaces (session 2.2), social media (session 2.3) and own
business website (session 2.4) - to start a cross border e-commerce, as well as the important
segments to operate e-commerce successfully – solutions for logistics (session 2.5), secured
payment, and customers care (session 2.6). The leading e-marketplaces and platforms
popular in South Korean market, and case studies from other countries were introduced as
example to guide to participants to understand the key successful factors operating cross
border e-commerce step by step.
Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman,
MI Resource Person
(RP), and Senior
International Trade
Consultant

Mr. Rodolfo
Móseres-Dieppa

•
•
•

•

MI Resource Person, and
BSBA, MALD
President
EQ Foundation

•

Ms. Dandi Maestre

•

Guest speaker,
e-Commerce
entrepreneur and
accessory designer
B2B & B2C, Sale in
Domestic &
International Market

•

Session 2.1: Planning for Cross Border E-commerce | Day 2
Session 2.5 Supply Chain Management for Operating Cross
Border E-Commerce | Day 4
Session 2.6 Security, Privacy, Payment and Customers Care
of Cross Border E-Commerce | Day 4

Session 2.2: Operate Cross Border E-Commerce via Suitable
E-Platforms or E-Marketplaces | Day 3
Session 2.3: Selling Online via Your Own Business Website |
Day 3
Session 2.4: Social Media for Cross Border E-Commerce
Business | Day 3
Session 2.7 Workshop on Key Success Factors of Operating
Cross Border E-Commerce (B2B and B2C) | Day 5

Module Objectives:
•

•

•
•
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To understand the various type of e-commerce business models which a company
should be mindful of to establish, operate and promote their business, in particular
exports through e-commerce;
To learn tactics of using trending e-commerce platforms and tools – e-marketplaces,
own business website and social media - to set up, operate and marketing online
business;
To master supply chain analysis and management for cross border e-commerce
To understand the key successful elements of operating cross border e-commerce

Module Contents:
Session 2.1 Planning for Cross Border E-commerce - the key steps and tools to start and
operate cross border e-commerce | Day 2, October 27, 2020
The session aims to guide participants to use the Business Model Canvas Tool understand
the various type of e-commerce business models which a company should be mindful of to
establish, operate and promote their business, in particular exports through e-commerce.

Resource Person explained the Business Model Canvas Tool

Group work
Day 2, October 27, 2020

To guide participants to fully master the Business
Model Canvas Tool, participants were divided into
four groups with mixed nationalities to use Tea as
an example product to analysis, or design tea ecommerce business model.
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Resource Person used Gillette as an example to explain the Business Model Canvas tool

Participants were divided into four groups, and worked as group to analysis tea e-commerce business model

Group presentations on the Tea E-commerce Business Model based on the Business Model Canvas Template
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Homework
Day 2, October 27, 2020

In
order
to
enhance
participants’
understanding
of
e-commerce,
the
participants were assigned to explore the
functions and requirements of Gmarket or
other popular e-marketplaces, and use those
platforms to conduct basic market research
based on their own products and target
exporting markets.
Session 2.2 Operating Cross Border E-Commerce via Suitable E-Platforms/E-Marketplaces
| Day 3, October 28, 2020
Sub-session topics:
• Identification of e-platforms/e-marketplaces which are popular among international
and/or Korean consumers/traders;
• The key steps to set up, operate and marketing your online store via e-platforms/emarketplace
• Tactics on products description development;
• Case studies, testimonials and group discussion – explore business models,
marketing strategies, and key successful factors.
Session 2.3 Selling Online via Your Own Business Website
| Day 3, October 28, 2020
Sub-session topics:
• The key steps to develop, manage and marketing your E-commerce presence
• Tactics on website content development via your own business website
• Case studies, testimonials and group discussion – marketing strategies, and key
successful factors
Session 2.4 Social Media for Cross Border E-Commerce Business
| Day 3, October 28, 2020
Sub-session topics:
• Key social media platforms and tools and benefits
• The steps to set up, operate and marketing your online store via your own business
social media pages
• Tactics on social media contents development via social media, i.e.
o Micro-blogging sites
o Video sharing
o Photo sharing
o Blogs for SMEs
• Case studies, testimonials and group discussion – key successful factors
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In Session 2.2-2.3, the resource person introduced the tactics to use different platforms and
marketing channels to start and operating e-commerce, including through popular emarketplaces
(e.g.
Gmarket,
Alibaba, Amazon and eBay etc.),
social media (e.g. Facebook,
Instagram etc.) and development
of
own
business
website.
Moreover, the resource person
clarified the different benefits,
target
customers,
operation
models while using different types
of platforms. In this regard, the
resource person emphasized that it
is important to study the business
model of different e-platform
operators, so as to identify the right
platforms to start and operate ecommerce.
The resource person also pointed out that regardless of platforms and channels, the key is to
have clear products description for audience. Besides of basic information of materials, size,
order quotation, the products description should highlight its unique value proposition in an
attractive way, while associated with eye-catching photos and creative web page design.
Group work
Day 3, October 28, 2020

To enhance understanding on products
description
for
e-commerce,
the
participants again were assigned to work in
group to design a product description for
Lahpet, the fermented or pickled tea
popular in Myanmar.
Group work results:
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Summary of resource persons on participants’ groupwork results:
After participants’ presentation, the resource person provided further guidance and
comments to enhance participants’ understanding on the following:
• The products description needs to reflect their product’s Value Proposition, which
should be some unique key words, impressive, and easy to remember.
• Talk about their experience that can connect customers with you and your products
personally.
• The e-commerce presence on different platforms should be adapted according to
each platform’s functions, business model and target audience.
There examples were demonstrated below:
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Session 2.5 Supply Chain Management for Operating Cross Border E-Commerce
| Day 4, October 29, 2020
Sub-session topics:
• Supply chain mapping and management
for operating cross border e-commerce
• Ensuring timely shipping - third party
logistics services providers identification
and operation strategy;
• Other important service providers along
cross border e-commerce supply chain
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Session 2.6 Security, Privacy, Payment and Customers Care of Cross Border E-Commerce
| Day 4, October 29, 2020
Sub-session topics:
• Tips for minimizing security and privacy risks associated with e-commerce
• Payment Solutions for Cross Border E-Commerce
• Customer’s services, rules of return, refund and dispute settlement etc.

Group work and homework
| Day 4, October 29, 2020

To enhance participants’ comprehensive understanding on the contents of session 2.5 and
2.6, the participants were divided into four groups in country-wise to practice developing or
improving e-commerce information for online customers, including products description,
solutions for logistics, payment and customers care, especially the refund and return policy.
Each group was requested to identify one product from their members to conduct the
exercise.
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Group work results
Presented by Cambodia group
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Presented by Laos Group
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Presented by Myanmar Group

Presented by Vietnam Group
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Sessions 2.5 and 2.6 emphasized the important segments of operating e-commerce and
cross-border e-commerce, from logistics supply chain management, to secured onlinepayment solutions, privacy protection and customers cares.
Session 2.7 Workshop on Key Success Factors of Operating Cross Border E-Commerce (B2B
and B2C) | Day 5, October 30, 2020
• Testimonials on cross border e-commerce practices
• Group Discussions and Presentations to summarize the key success factors and take
always to identify the suitable cross border e-commerce business model
The session 2.7 was conducted in the form of a workshop by inviting a guest speaker, Ms.
Dandi Maestre, a successful cross-border e-commerce entrepreneur and accessory designer
to share her experience in line with the training contents of module 1 and 2 in the first week.
Ms. Dani provided tips of developing e-commerce presence in various of e-commerce
platforms, including own business website, Facebook and Instagram. With her e-commerce
experience, participants were then gathering to discuss the key success factors and take
always to identify the suitable cross border e-commerce business model based on their
business status.
After the workshop, participants enhanced their understanding on the importance of
identifying key words to highlight the value proposition of the products and business, and
tactics to design business page at variety of marketing e-platforms.
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Highligting products’ value propostion on business website

Providing products description and demostrating with photos on business website

Using Facebook as an important tool for marketing and customers care
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Posting attractive and innovative products photos for Instagram business page

Tagging key words to highlight value proposition of products and business at each Instagram post
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Learning outcomes:
By the end of module 2, the participants learned the technical and practical steps and tools
to starting and operating e-commerce. With the learning, participants were able to use
Business Model Canvas tool to analysis current business strategy and design a suitable ecommerce business model, and to formulate marketing strategies based on their business
status and available resources/networks along supply chain.

5.4.

Module 3: Access to Korean Market for SME Products

Led by Mr. Karl Miville-de Chêne, MI consultant, and an expert on international trade
promotion and marketing for SMEs, based on the preliminary study findings of Korean Market
Entry of the MI-KOICA project, Module 3 introduced the important products, industry to
access Korean market, and available resources to facilitate SMEs’ exporting to Korean market.
Mr. Karl Miville-de
Chêne
MI Resource Person
(RP)

•
•

Session 3.1: General Overview of Korean Market
Session 3.2: A Concrete Action for Accessing the Korean
Market
Day 6-7, November 2-3, 2020

Module Objectives:
• Learn the trends and requirements to access Korean market through regular trade &
e-commerce;
• Identify the key e-commerce opportunities from Korea.
Module Contents:
Session 3.1: General Overview of Korean Market
The session provided a general idea of the Korean
market and its criteria.
• An overview of product sectors and market
opportunities for the specific products and
services in Korea (e.g., share in GDP and
consumption, growth rate, trends in exports and
imports),
competitive
advantage
(e.g.
comparative advantage analysis, value chains),
key actors (e.g. companies, countries from which
imports take place, government agencies), and
main importers-distributors.
•
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Market access requirements in terms of tariffs,
rules of origin, including for ASEAN-Korea FTA,
Korea-Vietnam FTA, standards, packaging,

Korea Market Entry Study Report

labelling and regulations, testing and certification, and other compliance
requirements, relevant regulatory agencies; distribution and retail trends in ROK.
Table of content of the Korea Market Entry Study Report

Overview of the export process and market analysis
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Potential of exporting to Korea

Market entry strategies
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Session 3.2: A Concrete Action for Accessing the Korean Market
The session provided more details and useful tools to guide participants entering the market.
• Analysis of consumer needs, trends, tastes and preferences, niche markets, branding,
marketing,
• E-commerce environment of ROK for the specified products (e.g. key actors,
platforms, services and price, regulations, other general and specific non-tariff
requirements, trends, opportunities, among others); COVID-19 regulatory
requirements for import of products, compliance;
• Specific initiatives or provisions, including financing mechanisms for SMEs and
enterprises from Mekong countries and/or ASEAN countries.
Requirements to deliver goods to foreign markets
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Leading e-marketplaces in Korea

Popular social media in Korea

Popular search engine and e-commerce marketing tools in Korea
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Logistics and fullfillment services in Korea

Useful organizations to access market and industry information in Korea

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of module, participants were able to:
• Conduct market research to collect information on trends and requirements to export
Korean market through e-commerce;
• Identify key e-commerce opportunities to further develop e-commerce plan to Korean
consumers.

5.5.

Module 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical Guideline

Led by Ms. Maria Fernanda Guzman, the MI consultant, Module 4 focused on guiding
participants to develop Export E-Market Plan, which was to be the action plans of some of
the participants from November 7, 2020 to 2021.
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Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman

•

MI Resource Person
(RP), and Senior
International Trade
Consultant

•

Session 4.1 Objective and Benefits of Export E-Market
Plan
Session 4.2 Key Content of Export E-Market Plan
Day 8-9, Nov 4-5, 2020

Module Objectives:
• To understand the importance, objective and benefits of developing Export E-Market
Plan;
• To enhance understanding and skills to use a various of tools to conduct market
research so as to further develop the Export E-Market Plan.
Module Contents:
Session 4.1 Objective and Benefits of Export E-Market Plan
Ms. Maria emphasized the importance, objective and benefits of developing Export EMarket Plan, which would help an entrepreneur to:
• Conduct market research so as to identify target market and prioritize activities;
• Enhance efficiency and effectiveness;
• Minimize risk;
• Identification of right partners;
• Increase the likelihood of success;
• Have a clear and solid value proposition;
• Have a clear route map to start and operate cross border e-commerce.
Session 4.2 Key Content of Export E-Market Plan
The session briefed on an outline of the Export E-Market Plan, i.e. the key segment of a cross
border e-commerce business plan; and introduced some of the important tools for
participants to conduct market research before developing the plan.
1) Outline and executive summary;
2) Company overview (business analysis, internal resource analysis, why export through
e-commerce);
3) Market analysis (market size, SWOT analysis, competitive analysis etc. to identify
export opportunities);
4) Products and services (right products identification and products specification,
certification etc.);
5) Customer segmentation (customers’ needs analysis, post-sale customer’s services
etc.)；
6) Marketing plan (value proposition and marketing strategy)；
7) Logistics and operations plan (third party logistics, warehousing, inventory, etc.)；
8) Financial plan (marketing budget, cash flow to fund orders, sustainability of export
budget etc.)
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Group work and homework
| Day 8, November 4, 2020

To enhance participants to master the skills to conduct market research by using SWOT
analysis, competitiveness analysis, business model canvas tools, and analysis cost structure,
before developing a practical Export E-Market Plan, the following group works and
homework were assigned to participants on the eighth and ninth day of the two-week training
program.
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Group work and homework
| Day 9, November 5, 2020

The participants were assigned to work in
group to practice drafting e-commerce
financial
plan,
which
reminded
participants to keep the plan practical and
reasonable according to available
resources.

Learning outcomes:
By the end of module, participants were able to understand how to draft their Export EMarket Plan by using various tools and templates provided by the training program.

5.6.

Module 5: Action Plan Development

Learning objectives:

•
•
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To understand the training program’s requirements on action plan
development and implementation;
To develop the implementable action plan, i.e. organizing national workshop,
and designing and testing the Export E-Market Plan in market.

Session 5.1: Guideline for Preparing Action Plan
On the ninth day of the training program, the MI training team provided a detailed guideline
to participants to prepare their draft Action Plan, which to be presented on the last day of
training, and implemented from November 7, 2020 to November 30, 2021. after attending
the two-week training.

The guideline was prepared for participants
to implement two types of action plan as
below:
• Group action plan - organizing one
localized training/workshop to
share the training knowledge to
more women-led SMEs in each of
CLMV countries for a minimum of
two-days by November 30, 2020.
✓ The 20 participants were divided into four country-wise groups. In each country
group, the governmental official from Trade Promotion Organizations was
assigned as team leader to lead the event organization while coordinate with MI
and the country members;
✓ While the rest of country members were to assist the team leader to organize
and facilitate the national event.
✓ Moreover, each participant was requested to be a trainer to share at least one
training sessions which they have learned to additional 20 local women-led SMEs
and 5 government officials.
•

Individual action plan. The 15 women entrepreneurs of the training program were
required to develop their individual Export E-Market Plan by November 30, 2020
and implement it from December 2020-November 2021.

The detailed requirements and guideline for the four government officials to prepare their
presentation - organizing the national workshop/training - are as below.
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The detailed guideline for 15 entrepreneurs to prepare AP presentation is as below:
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Besides, two set of presentation templates were also designed and shared to participants
to collect following key information of their draft action plans:
Expected information from the draft Action Plan
presentations of the four governmental officials:
1) Team composition and roles:
the governmental official from each country
was assigned when organize the national
event;

Expected information from the draft Action Plan
presentations of 15 Entrepreneurs:
1) E-Commerce Business Brief Introduction. Who you are

2)

2)

Business goals and vision. What does your business

3)

Product description and differentiation. What do you

4)

Target market. Where and Who do you sell to?

5)

Marketing plan. How do you plan reaching your

6)

Customs Segment. How do you plan analyzing target

7)

Logistics and Operation plan. What would be your plan

8)

Financial plan. Current revenue, profit model and

9)

Who’s involved in the business? Internal team and

3)

Resource person: each of the training
participant is requested to be a trainer at
the national training/workshop to share
knowledge to local stakeholders, while
invite local experts and speakers from their
home countries
Important facts of national events:
o Event title
o Date & duration (at least 2 days) at least
2 full-days, By Nov 30, 2020
o Type of event workshop/training?
o Location: online/onsite online/onsite?
Where onsite?
o Implementing agencies
o Collaborating agencies
o Sponsors
o Focused products & industry (if any)
o Budget
o Expected participants number
o Objectives and expected outcomes

4)

Tentative daily schedule including activities,
session topics to be shared to local
stakeholders and agenda for the national
event

5)

Targeted invitees and participants
o Expected number of participants
o Specific criteria
o Type of participants

6)

Budget Plan
o Sources of fund
o Detailed estimated expenditure

7)

Work plan, with detailed task allocation
among Team Members before, during and
after the event

8)

Monitoring & Evaluation Methods

9)

Challenges & Solutions
o What support would you like to get
from MI?
o What challenges are you foreseeing?
What would be your solutions?
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(name, location, contact)? What do you offer? What’s
your E-Commerce Business Model (briefly, e.g. B2B, or
B2C)?
want to achieve in 1-3 years? (relate to your Value
Proposition)

sell, and why is it different? (referring your
Competitiveness Analysis results and your Business
Canvas Model -Value proposition)

customers? Through which channels, e.g. e-commerce
platforms/marketplaces, social media, own biz
website, onsite trade promotion events; Plan to
identify the right services providers for market entry,
digital content designing, branding, packaging etc.
(referring to your Business Canvas Model-Key activities
& Costumer Relationship)
customers? How do you plan maintaining customers
relationship? What would be your customers’ services,
especially live and post-sale services (response, return,
refund policies if any). . (referring to your Business
Canvas Model- Costumer Segments & Costumer
Relationship)
to identify right logistics service providers, and how to
make sure on-time shipping by managing supply chain
effectively.
forecast finical goal by Nov 2021 quarterly, potential
sources of funding and financing, cost analysis,
different pricing plan etc. (Referring to E-commerce
Budget Template)
external partners (referring to your Business Canvas
Model- Key Partners)

10) List of preparatory actions to be implemented by Nov
30, 2020 (refer to the expected results)

Further, the MI team introduced the work plan of MI from November 7, 2020 to November
30, 2021, on providing technical assistance to participants to develop and implement their
action plans, and the methods and tools of monitoring and evaluating the progress of the
action plans.

During the first stage of the action plan implementation, November 7-30, 2020, the MI team
will provide guidance and technical asssitance via online meetings and emails to participants
on
1) organizing national workshop/training;
2) preparing workshop/training session materials;
3) developing Export E-Market Plan and the implementaiton plan for 2021
After the Synthesis and Evaluation Workshop
for the first stage of action plan
implementation, the participants were to be
informed the plan for the second stage from
December 1, 2020 to November 30, 2021 for
12 months. During this period, MI and the MI
consultant will provide quarterly guidance via
online meetings to assist the women
entrepreneurs to test their export e-market
plan in market and revise accordingly. With
MI’s assistance, all participants are expected
to start and operate e-commerce, or
begin/expand exporting to Korea or other
foreign markets through e-commerce by
2021.
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Received action plans presentations as of November 6, 2020

Session 5.2: Presentation and Finalization of Action Plan
• Presentation of Action Plan by participants (5 mins/participant)
• Comments and revision of Action Plan, by resource persons and participants
Referring to the guideline of MI, participants prepared their draft action plan and presented
on November 6, 2020, the last date of the two-week online training. As of November 30,
2020, among the 20 participants, 19 participants presented their action plans and committed
to further finalize it and implement it by November 30, 2020. Among the action plans, four
(4) are about organizing national workshop/events on November 26-28, 2020, 15 are the
individual export e-market plan of the women entrepreneurs.
Learning outcomes:
• By the end of module 5, the participants understood well the requirements to develop
and implement their action plans, and technical assistance plan and monitoring and
evaluation plan of MI.
• The participants sought clarifications on action plans, and improved their presentation
skills.

5.7.

Training Closing and Way Forward
Ms. Hao Wen, the program coordinator of TIF, MI and the facilitator of the
MI-KOICA modular training program, presented the course report which
reviewed the goals, and objectives and expected outcomes of the project
and the modular training programs, summarized the training content and
group work results, as well as and key results of the two-week training
programs – action plans of participants.

Ms. Wen Hao emphasized that the two-week online training was not the end of the training
program but the beginning of learning by doing. She reiterated the importance of sharing
knowledge to more local stakeholders, which would require participants to revisit the training
contents, and conduct additional self-study so as to be able confidently share knowledge to
others. As the result, improved understanding would further enhance the ability to develop
and implement the export emarket plan. In this regard, Ms.
Wen Hao congratulated all
participants for completing the
first phase of the training program
and entered the second phase.
She
expressed
sincere
appreciation to the participants for
their
active
participation,
cooperation and meeting every
requirements of MI, and informed
the next step in the schedule will be to provide online technical assistance for action plan
implementation in November, and the plan for synthesis and evaluation in December.
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6. Training Evaluation
6.1.

Evaluation Methods

During the training, the TIF facilitator introduced various of methods and tools to monitor
and evaluate the performance of resource person and MI team, and understanding levels of
the participants.

Objectives
• To assess the achievements of the training against participants’ expectations;
• To get feedback and inputs for improving the training in the future.

6.2.

Evaluation Results

6.2.1 Pre / Post Self-Assessments
In order to evaluate the knowledge acquisition of participants during the training, pre / post
self-assessments were conducted to assess against the knowledge and skills before and right
after the training.
The same form was used for both pre and post assessments. In the questionnaire, different
components were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, where “5” was the highest and “1” was the
lowest. The average rating for pre self-assessment of participants’ knowledge and skills on
the training contents or sessions were “2.49” which meant the understanding of participants
towards all subjects of the ‘Modular Training on Entrepreneurship Development Through ECommerce Promotion’ was “I have heard about this topic but do not know enough about
how to do / use it (rating at 2).”
On the last day of the two-week training, post self-assessment was conducted to evaluate
participants’ understanding about acquired knowledge. The total average rating for post selfassessment of acquired competencies was almost “4.0” which meant “I have a good working
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knowledge, & can carry out routine aspects now (rating at 4)”. Figure below shows the pre
and post self-assessment results of participants’ competencies and understandings on each
module of the training.
20

4.38

15

3.87
3.79

3.51

2.08

3.87

10
1.56
2.26
2.76

5
0

Module 5
Module 4
Module 3
Module 2
Module 1

3.95

Pre Assessment

Post Assessment

Figure 1: Pre and post self-assessments of participants on the training topics

6.2.2 After-Event Evaluation
The after-event evaluation was conducted by using an online survey tool. This method
allowed all participants to freely comment, without the scrutiny of RP and MI facilitators.
Different components were rated on a scale of 1 to 5, where “5” is the highest and “1” is the
lowest.

1) Learning Program Objectives
Training objectives were evaluated with the rating scale of 1 to 5 (1-Not Met; 2-Somewhat
Met; 3–Mostly Met; 4-Met; 5–Fully Met). Overall average rating was 4.1 (Mostly Met). The
participants believed that the two-week training has mostly met the objectives.
Learning Program Objectives
5
4.13

4.2

4

Averge
Rating
4.07

4
3
2
1
0
Build capacities of women-led SMEs
Improve/update information and
Encourage women-led SMEs from Support women-led SMEs from CLMV in
and trade promotion agencies from
knowledge base of the participants of CLMV to utilize e-commerce platforms developing their export market plans to
CLMV for development/enhancement ofthe training on concept, models, modes to begin exporting/ expanding exports establish greater linkages with global
entrepreneurship among women- led of delivery, issues and best practices of
of their products, in particular to
and regional value chains.
SMEs;
e-commerce;
Republic of Korea, as well to import
inputs and intermediate goods;

Figure 2: Learning Program Objectives
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2) Program Content
The participants rated levels of relevance of sessions and contents of the training with 5 rating
scales (1–Not Relevant; 2–Slightly Relevant; 3–Moderately Relevant; 4–Mostly Relevant; 5–
Highly Relevant). Participants reported the knowledge and skills gained from the event was
especially relevant to their works with more than 53% & 40% of participants rated highly
relevant & mostly relevant, respectively.
Relevance of Knowledge and Skills
Moderately
Relevant, 7%

Mostly
Relevant, 40%

Highly
Relevant, 53%

Figure 3: Relevance of knowledge and skills

Slightly
improved, 10%

Knowledge and Skills Improvement

Moderately
Improved, 37%

Highly
Improved, 8%

Mostly
Improved, 45%

Figure 4: Knowledge and Skills Improvement

Finally, for the specific skills improved / developed during the training, it was evaluated with
5 rating scales (Not Improved; Somewhat Improved; Neutrally Improved; Improved; Highly
Improved). Participants reported that they improved / developed specific knowledge during
the training with 8% (Highly Improved), 45% (Mostly Improved), 37% (Moderately Improved),
and 10% (Slightly improved).
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3) Training Methods
Training methods were evaluated with rating scale of 1 to 5 (1 – Very Poor; 2- Poor; 3 –
Moderate; 4 – Good; 5 – Excellent). Overall average rating was 4.22 (Good). Participants
reported that MI’s E-learning system and resource persons were most effective with the
average rating at 4.67.

Training Method
4.7
4.65
4.6
4.55
4.5
4.45
4.4
4.35
4.3
4.25

4.67
4.6

4.53

4.53

4.47
4.4 4.4

4.47
4.4

4.4 4.4

Weighted Average

Figure 5: Training Methods
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4) Overall Assessment
In response to the question on “What is your overall assessment of the training,” participants
rated with rating scale of 1 to 5 (1 - Not satisfied; 2 - Somewhat Satisfied; 3 – Neutrally
Satisfied; 4 – Mostly Satisfied; 5 – Very Satisfied). Participants indicated the average rating of
4.6 (Mostly Satisfied). This shows that the participants were satisfied with the training.
Overal Assessment
Neutrally
satisfied, 7%
Mostly satisfied,
27%
Very satisfied,
67%

Figure 6: Overall Assessment

6.3.

Comments Received from the Participants

The participants indicated they were satisfied with overall arrangements and organizations of
the training and they enjoyed the training atmosphere and learnt a lot from the resource
persons and co-participants. Further, useful suggestions/recommendations were made by
the participants, in particular for further improvement of the modular training program as
below:
Suggestion/Recommendation from Pre and Post Training Evaluation
• I am preparing to be representative of the start-up and SMEs led by women to export
their agricultural products to the international markets via e-commerce so I expect
that I can start learning and doing using the knowledge, experience, source of
information and network provided by the program to realize my business plan
successfully.
• I believed the training can help me to enter to Korea market and others countries’
markets. Because my product is very Unique it natural and for high profile people
around the world. Keimeas bring customer to the nature.
• I hope after the training, I am able to write and develop a professional website content,
and other social media content to attract the customers. I hope at least I can have 1
professional Video of show case my products.
• I believed that my business will be growing more bigger and faster after attending
the training.
• I am looking forward to learn about e-commerce and how to imply it successfully in
business.
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•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

I expect to know about the e-commerce
My expectations: to finish the roadmap for cross border E-commerce; to understand
well the toolkit and methodology of lean start-up on cross border E-commerce; and
to stand on my feet to expand globally through E-commerce.
I hope I will get much knowledge concerning with digital tools, trade and marketing.
Specific expectation: 1) expansion of business by identifying opportunities in export
markets; 2) utilization of e-commerce platform to begin expanding of the products; 3)
developing export market plans to establish greater linkage with global and regional
value chain; and 4) identification of the key e-commerce opportunities to develop ecommerce target to Korean consumers.
I’m very happy to join the training but because of I don’t have experience with ecommerce so it very difficult for me. I really try my best to learn and I wish when I
don’t understand MI and KOICA have team to support me when I have questions.
I would like to learn more about the ability to use Cambodia's e-commerce platform
(Khmum-eShop) for cross-border trading.
Since this training focuses on E-commerce, hopefully I can gain more knowledge and
share what I learn to my work and Women led SMEs.
My expectation: 1) to have online store for my business and well operation on it; and
2) be able to export our products to ROK"

Suggestions/Recommendations from After-event Evaluation
1) Action Plan Development and Implementation:
• This training course is very useful for me and SME business in our country. we just start
knowing E-commerce during the COVID-19 situation. I trust that this course will be
widely open-minded many SME businesses in Laos can prepare themselves before
entering the international market soon.
• If we can apply knowledge into practice after learning, it will help to improve
more/deeper understanding of what I have learned.
• It is very useful for businesses to sell large quantities around the world at a low cost.
• It gives us a chance to share our knowledge and practice what we learnt
• Learning from other women entrepreneur help me reflect on my current business and
remind myself to follow steps.
• It is very useful as I can design value preposition.
• I wish my products can be exported to Korea in 2021; have big market and good
partner who can do promote my business to Korean customer. I am happy to sharing
my knowledge that I have learned from the training to others women entrepreneurs
in Cambodia.
• To share Women-led SMEs the knowledge about the opportunities to start ecommerce business in marketplace.
• Learning by doing is very useful. By doing ourselves and making training to others,
we have to learn again our training subjects, prepare for question which may occur,
we have to understand first by ourselves before sharing others.
• It is a great program that we can transfer the knowledge to other women-led SMEs in
our country.
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•

It is true that learning by doing, but we are not yet the domain experts to organize
and delivery workshop/training without the assist of people who already in the fields
with years of experience. I believe those activities best put in action when we already
practice to our business and see a good result. Otherwise it is just talk but no action.

2) Knowledge and Skills Improvement
• Beside the course lesson, English speaking skill is one thing that I can learn during the
training course. I have to show what I can get the knowledge every day in front of
many people. Although my English speaking is not well, I have to do the best.
• The training improves my understand on the trained topics, but to improve skill need
more time and practices
• I can search google for what I want to know. I know how to look for our strengths.
Now I can find a way to do it.
• The training gives me the tools and techniques to do better.
• I know how to do business presentation; business plan for Cross Border E-commerce;
do SWOT analysis; understand product supply chains; and prepare financial plan for
E-commerce "
• The training improved my skills in terms of connecting to others through online mode.
• Sharing and learn more knowledge and experience from CLMV participants.
• We have lots of knowledge, got detail information regarding export e-commerce plan.
3) Training Resource Persons
Ms. Maria Fernanda Guzman
• I very appreciate her kindly method to teach everybody. just would like to thank you.
• When we had group work and wondering about what we were doing, when she came
in, she made things easy for me.
• Ms.Maria patiently explained the details to the class.
• Thank to Ms. Maria for great sharing and responsiveness. I wish you can help me more.
• Too much explanation/ elaboration which is not necessary some times
• Provide a clear guideline, explain clearly, patient, emphasis on each participant.
• Ms. Maria and Mr. Karl have contributed their times and efforts. I think 20-15
participates/training is good since they can guide us.
Mr. Karl Miville de Chêne
• I am so appreciative of the method that Mr.Karl communicated with everyone. I also
like his teaching and techniques for asking question to confirm the understanding of
participants.
• Yes, good teaching.
• He wants the trainees to know a lot about lessons.
• Really helpful information.
• Very direct and precise.
• Has lots of experience, and provides full information,
• Good explanation.
• Mr. Karl has contributed their times and efforts. I think 20-15 participates/training is
good since they can guide us.
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4) Recommendation for colleagues or friends to attend next Modular Training Program in
2021
• I think every lesson that your team selected to provide and share to all participants
were very important that all business-facing problem now. The lessons specified key
points and can improve the skill of many participants to be better.
• It is very a good program to improve entrepreneur knowledge in deep and skills when
bring to practice.
• We want to share training information to our partners to be able to learn valuable
lessons that are very important in business.
• The program gave me many good information, easy to understand and remember.
• I wish more women entrepreneurs know more about E-commerce to help others
women in the country as women staffs and women business partners to get win-win
together.
• The training has a systematic approach. MI Staff and Resources Person are
professional, attentive and enthusiastic.
• Action plan, teaching methods and courses are very useful for entrepreneurs and can
get network between CLMV countries. And we can get knowledge and experiences
from RP, MI Teams and other participants.
• Very useful to learn and prepare ourselves before going to e-commerce market place.
• In our country, we have lots of women led SME who needs technical support, financial
support, resource person, ways of doing export products.
• Very useful for accessing new market, fruitful and practical training program.
5) Participants’ Expectations on the Training Program
• I can apply the knowledge from this program to my real business and I can use the
knowledge to develop our team and our organization to be better.
• I think the time is a bit not enough in terms of practicing and discussing during the
course.
• I believe I can use the lessons taught in this course to achieve my goals.
• I got lots of information; improve my personnel skills and communication skill.
6) Comments and Feedbacks for Future Improvement
• It's not different from the other onsite training, it's quite perfect.
• Everything is very perfect, not any comment at all. Thank you very much to organize
this course for training.
• Thank you so much for your hard working and effort to help us by communication with
via all tools available and repeat again and again, thank you for patience.
• The team of TIF, MI is very supportive, careful, and helpful.
• Thanks all for training organizing and facilitation team of TIF, MI and work from your
heart.
• Very good: professional, attentive and enthusiastic
• Very helpful and systematic plan for whole training
• Well done. Thank you
• Very impressive. Well supportive team.
• Ms. Wen has followed through the training quite well. Thank you!
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7. Appendices
7.1.

Training Assessment and Evaluation Tool

7.1.1 Pre and Post Self-Assessment on Competency of the Workshop
Two-week Online Training on Entrepreneurship Development through ECommerce Promotion on October 26-November 6, 2020

Average
Rating
Pre
Post

MODULE 1: The New Trends of Entrepreneurship through E-Commerce
• Definitions and key elements of entrepreneurship and how it is
2.63
related to e-commerce
• Features of different types of E-Commerce - business models,
2.58
marketing tools, key players and required resources along supply
chain, and benefits- by geographic areas - domestic vs cross border
e-commerce; - by types of sellers and consumer - B2B, B2C and
sectors
• Enabling environment and existing ecosystem of e-commerce
2.16
development in CLMV countries;
• Case stories: successful women-led SMEs utilizing opportunities of e2.05
commerce to export worldwide including the Republic of Korea.
Average rate for Module I 2.36
Module 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate Cross Border E-commerce
• Planning of E-Commerce -The key steps and tools to start and operate 2.37
e-commerce
• The key steps and tools to start and operate cross border e1.84
commerce
• How to use popular business analysis and market research tools to
2.16
develop a suitable e-commerce business model and identify
online marketing channels/tool kits
• How to study/understand the existing ecosystem for SMEs E2.32
Commerce Development so as to be benefited for your e-commerce
business
• How to identify a suitable e-platforms/e-marketplaces which are
2
popular among international and/or Korean consumers/traders, to
start and operate your e-commerce, and/or cross border e-commerce
• The key steps to set up, operate and marketing your online store via
2.21
e-platforms/e-marketplace
• Tactics to develop products description for online store
2.32
• The key steps to develop, manage and marketing your e-commerce
2.05
presence through your own Business Website
• Tactics on website content development via your own business
2.26
website
• Benefits to use the leading Social Media platforms/applications to
2.42
start and operate your E-Commerce, or Cross Border E-Commerce
Business
• The steps to set up, operate and marketing your online store via your
2.68
own business Social Media pages
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4
3.93

3.87
3.87
3.92
4
3.93
3.93

3.8

3.93

3.87
3.8
3.8
3.8
4

3.8

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tactics on contents development for social media business pages,
i.e. micro-blogging sites, video sharing, photo sharing, blogs for
SMEs, etc.
How to mapping and manage Supply Chain to effectively operate ECommerce, or Cross Border E-Commerce Business
How to ensure timely shipping - third party logistics services providers
identification and operation strategy
Tips for minimizing security and privacy risks associated with ecommerce, or cross border e-commerce
Payment Solutions for operating different types of E-Commerce, or
Cross Border E-Commerce (e.g. B2C, B2B)
Customers care: post-sale service, rules of return, refund and dispute
settlement
Key Success Factors of operating E-Commerce, and/or Cross Border
E-Commerce (B2B and B2C)
Average rate for (Module II)

2.53

3.87

2.05

3.73

2.32

3.8

2

3.87

2.63

3.93

2.42

3.93

2.21

3.93

2.27

3.87

Product sectors and market opportunities for the specific products
and services in Korea
Korean market access requirements

1.84

3.47

1.42

3.4

A concrete action for accessing the Korean Market• Analysis of
consumer needs, trends, tastes and preferences, niche markets,
branding, marketing
E-commerce environment of ROK for the specified products

1.47

3.53

1.37

3.53

Specific initiatives or provisions, including financing mechanisms for
SMEs and enterprises from Mekong countries and/or ASEAN
countries
Average rate for (Module III)

1.68

3.6

Module 3: Access to Korean Market for SME Products
•
•
•

•
•

1.56

3.51

Module 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical Guideline
•

Objective and Benefits of Export E-Market Plan

2.16

3.93

•

Key Content/Outline of Export E-Market Plan

2

3.8

•

How to prepare and use of Export E-Market Plan

n.a

3.87

2.08

3.87

n.a

4.47

n.a

4.33

n.a

4.33

Average rate for (Module V)

3.79

4.38

Average rate for all training modules

2.49

3.92

Average rate for (Module IV)
Module 5: Action Plan Development
How do you think the training method - "learning by doing" would be helpful?
• Organizing National Workshop/Training with Trade Promotion and
Networking Opportunities in your country
• Transfer knowledge gained from the training to local stakeholders,
especially more women-led SMEs in your country
• Develop and Implement Export E-Market Plan
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7.1.2 After-training Evaluation
1)

Learning Program Objectives

To what extent do you think the
workshop has met its
objectives?
Build capacities of women-led
SMEs and trade promotion
agencies from CLMV for
development/enhancement of
entrepreneurship among
women- led SMEs;
Improve/update information
and knowledge base of the
participants of the training on
concept, models, modes of
delivery, issues and best
practices of e-commerce;
Encourage women-led SMEs
from CLMV to utilize ecommerce platforms to begin
exporting/ expanding exports
of their products, in particular
to Republic of Korea, as well to
import inputs and intermediate
goods; and
Support women-led SMEs from
CLMV in developing their
export market plans to establish
greater linkages with global
and regional value chains.

Not
Meet
1

Slightly
Met
2

8%

Neutrally
Met
3
20%

Mostly
Met
4
46.67%

Fully
Met
5
33.33%

Average
Rating

20%

40%

40%

4.2

33.33%

33.33%

33.33%

4

20%

53.33%

26.67%

4.07

4.13

2) Program Content
2.1 Please indicate how well you think the event has improved your knowledge and skills
Not Improved Slightly
Moderately
Mostly
Highly
Average
1
Improved
Improved
Improved
Improved
Rating
2
3
4
5
10%
36.67%
45%
8.34%
3.52
2.2 Please indicate the relevance of knowledge and skills gained from the event to your work.
Not Relevant
Slightly
Moderately
Mostly
Highly
Average
1
Relevant
Relevant
Relevant
Relevant
Rating
2
3
4
5
6.67%
40%
53.33%
4.47
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3) Training Method
3.1. How well the method
used in the event?

Very
Poor
1

Poor
2

Moderate
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

Average
Rating

6.67%

46.67%

46.67%

4.4

0.00%
6.67%
6.67%

60.00%
40.00%
33.33%

40.00%
53.33%
60.00%

4.4
4.47
4.53

13.33%

33.33%

53.33%

4.4

12%

0.00%

46.67%

53.33%

4.53

6%

0.00%
13.33%

40.00%
33.33%

60.00%
53.33%

4.6
4.4

6.67%
13.33%
0.00%

46.67%
26.67%
33.33%

46.67%
60.00%
66.67%

4.4
4.47
4.67

Lecture/Presentation (PPT
screen sharing via Zoom)
Shared videos clips
Invited guest speakers
Reading materials (report,
links)
Zoom Chat Box
Daily quizzes, self-reflection,
evaluation and examinations
via Survey Monkey
Homeworks
Preparation,
and presentation your Action
Plan
Groupwork
Posts in Facebook Group
E-learning system

4) Communication Tools
4.1. How well the
communication tools used in
the e-raining has facilitated
your learning procedure and
participation to the online
training?
Group email at
ec2020@mekonginstitute.org
Zoom Chat Box to interact with
MI Facilitators and Resource
Persons during live sessions
Facebook Group and
Messenger for quick
communication before and
during the e-training

Very
Poor
1

Poor
2

Moderate
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

Average
Rating

6.67%

13.33%

33.33%

46.67%

4.2

0.00%

13.33%

40.00%

46.67%

4.33

6.67%

6.67%

40.00%

46.67%

4.27

5) Resource Persons and Training Facilitators
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5.1. Ms. Maria (Module 1, 2,
4, 5 on Day 1-2, 4-10), how do
you evaluate her performance?
Technical qualification
Facilitation and guidance
Teaching methods
Communication with
participants
Response to questions and
comments from participants

Very
Poor
1

5.2. Mr. Rodolfo (Module 2.22.4 on Tactics on EMarketplaces/Platforms, Own
Website and Social Media, Day
3, Oct 28), how do you
evaluate his performance?
Technical qualification
Facilitation and guidance
Teaching methods
Communication with
participants
Response to questions and
comments from participants

Very
Poor
1

5.3. Mr. Karl (Module 3 on
Day 6-7), how do you evaluate
his performance?
Technical qualification
Facilitation and guidance
Teaching methods
Communication with
participants
Response to questions and
comments from participants

Very
Poor
1
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Moderate
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

Average
Rating

33.33%
40.00%
46.67%
26.67%

66.67%
60.00%
46.67%
73.33%

4.67
4.6
4.4
4.73

33.33%

66.67%

4.67

Moderate
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

Average
Rating

6.67%
6.67%
6.67%
13.33%

40.00%
46.67%
46.67%
40.00%

53.33%
46.67%
46.67%
46.67%

4.47
4.4
4.4
4.33

6.67%

33.33%

60.00%

4.53

Moderate
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

Average
Rating

26.67%
26.67%
33.33%
13.33%

73.33%
73.33%
66.67%
86.67%

4.73
4.73
4.67
4.87

20.00%

80.00%

4.8

6.67%

5.4 For training organizing and facilitation
team of TIF, MI, how do you evaluate their
overall performance in the two-week
training?

6) Participants’ Expectations

Poor
2

Poor
2

Poor
2

Very
Poor
1

Poor
2

Moderate
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

Average
Rating

100%

5

In Your Own Opinion, To What Extent Do You Think The Program Has Met Your Expectations?
Not met
Fully met
Average Rating
1
2
3
4
5
33.33%
66.67%
4.67

7) Overall Assessment
What is your overall assessment of the workshop?
Not
Somewhat
Neutrally
Mostly
Satisfied
Satisfied
Satisfied
Satisfied
1
2
3
4
6.67%
26.67%

7.2.

Very
Satisfied
5
66.67%

Average
Rating
4.6

Curriculum Design Statement

1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Women’s entrepreneurship has been recognized as an important untapped source of
economic growth. Women entrepreneurs create new jobs for themselves and others. They
also provide diverse solutions and approaches to management, organization, and business
problems, as well as innovative ways in maximizing entrepreneurial opportunities.
Women entrepreneurs assume an important role in the economies of the Mekong countries.
In Cambodia, 55 percent of all businesses are owned by women, whereas in Lao PDR and
Vietnam, women-owned businesses represent 40 and 25 percent, respectively. A common
issue with women-led SMEs is that while they work under the same macroeconomic,
regulatory, and institutional environments as their male counterparts, they face additional
gender-specific barriers such as social acceptability and gender biases, time constraints,
credit barriers, limited access to networks and infrastructure, and lack of experience and
capacity1. According to a study carried out by the International Finance Corporation, womenowned businesses rarely grow from micro to small- and medium-size enterprises.
The emergence of e-commerce has provided ample opportunities for SMEs to grow and take
advantage of new markets. Although most of e-commerce transactions take place in
developed countries, developing countries have recently started to catch up. For example,
People’s Republic of China (PRC) is now the largest e-commerce (business-to-consumers –
B2C) market in the world, surpassing the United States of America. The Alibaba Group of
PRC has grown by 120 percent since 2013. Other than PRC, B2C market segment is growing
at a fast rate in Indonesia, India, Thailand, and Vietnam. Even Cambodia, Lao PDR, and
Myanmar have shown relatively small but real progress in online business development.

1

ADB (2018), Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises in Asia and the Pacific: Context and Issues
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Despite vast opportunities presented by the digital economy, women-led enterprises—
especially small & medium enterprises (SMEs) in the Mekong region—have yet to fully realize
their potentials in harnessing e-commerce for market development due to the challenges
outlined above.
1.2. Project Overview
Against this background, Mekong Institute (MI) is implementing a three-year capacity
building project on “Market Access Through E-Commerce Promotion for Women-Led SMEs”
from 2020 to 2022 with support by the Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA).
The broad aim of the project is to increase employment opportunities and income through
the
• Development and expansion of exports by women-led enterprises by enhancing
quality, quantity, and relevance of business development services as provided by
trade promotion organizations, and
• Increasing capacities of women-led SMEs to identify and integrate into the global
markets for their products through utilizing ecommerce platforms.
The project is set with two outcomes, as follows,

•

Outcome 1: Improved export market information for women-led SMEs

•

Outcome 2: Enhanced capacity of women-led SMEs to expand business through ecommerce

These outcomes will be achieved through specific outputs of activities, which will be carried
out each year within the duration of the project.
1.3. Introduction of the Modular Training
As part of the project, MI will conduct the Online Modular Training Program on
“Entrepreneurship Development Through E-Commerce Promotion” in three phases from
October 26 to December 11, 2020, using online methods and tools.
The training program will follow MI’s modular training cycle, i.e.
• Phase I: October 26-November 6, 2020
Two-week online training course via Zoom application;
• Phase II: November 9-30, 2020
Action plan implementation by training participants (by organizing national workshops
and developing export e-market plans) in respective CLMV countries within threeweeks after the training;
• Phase III: 2 days in December 1-11, 2020
The online Synthesis and Evaluation workshop attended by training participants to
reflect their action plan implementation results.
2. Objectives of the Training
The broad aims of training are to
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•

Build capacities of women-led SMEs and trade promotion agencies from CLMV for
development/enhancement of entrepreneurship among women-led SMEs;
• Improve/update information and knowledge base of the participants of the training
on concept, models, modes of delivery, issues and best practices of e-commerce;
• Encourage women-led SMEs from CLMV to utilize e-commerce platforms to begin
exporting/ expanding exports of their products, in particular to Republic of Korea, as
well to import inputs and intermediate goods;
• Support women-led SMEs from CLMV in developing their export market plans to
establish greater linkages with global and regional value chains.
The training is expected to contribute to
• Expansion of businesses of women-led SMEs by identifying opportunities in export
markets, including Republic of Korea through e-commerce platforms;
• Improved quality and range of services offered by trade promotion agencies to
support exports of women-led SMEs of CLMV through e-commerce platforms.

3. Profiles of Targeted Participants
Target Nationalities of Participants
The project targets participants from Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar and Vietnam with
strong focus on women-led enterprises and government officials of Trade Promotion
Organizations (TPOs).
Target Group of Participants
The training program targets two groups of participants: Women entrepreneurs and
government officials of Trade Promotion Organizations.
• The entrepreneurs will be the existing women entrepreneurs who are interested to
join export business.
• Besides, senior and mid officials of Trade Promotion Organizations under relevant
Ministries from CLMV countries will be selected to represent the group of Business
Development Services (BDS) providers.
Target Number of Participants
A total of 20 participants, a comprised of 16 women entrepreneurs and 4 BDS providers will
be the direct beneficiaries of the first cycle of modular training program in 2020. The women
entrepreneurs will launch individual export e-market plans whereas the group of BDS
providers will organize national workshops in respective countries to coach additional 80
SMEs (20 SMEs per country) as indirect beneficiaries of the training program.

Qualification of Applicants
✓ Be able to communicate (speak, understand, read and write) at a professional level in
English;
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✓ Have basic knowledge of e-commerce and basic computer skills
✓ Have online shopping experiences;
✓ Have sufficient professional capacity to actively participate in cross-culturally at
regional and international level;
✓ Be able to commit to attend the entire training cycle, including two-week online
training and phases for action plan implementation, and synthesis and evaluation
workshop from October 26-December 11, 2020.
In particular, for the group of women entrepreneurs, the applicants should:
✓ Have at least three years of experience of business experience;
✓ Have been involving in export business and highly interested to expand/innovate
business through e-commerce;
✓ Interested and/or have been involving trading with the Republic Korean market
(preferably)
✓ Are open-minded with new trends of technology and actively practicing business
innovation;
✓ Have at least a high school or bachelor’s degree
For the group of Governmental Officials, the applicants/nominees should:
✓ Have been involved in international trade promotion, export products and business
development, e-commerce development and promotion for over 3-years;
✓ Have experiences for international and regional cooperation for trade promotion,
preferably with experiences coordinating with Trade Promotion and Business
Development Services organizations in the Republic of Korean;
✓ Have at least a bachelor’s degree.
4. Duration and Location
The Modular Training Program contain three phases, i.e.
• Phase I: October 26-November 6, 2020 | 3-4 hours per day via Zoom
Two-week online training course via Zoom application;
• Phase II: November 9-30, 2020, CLMV countries, online and/or onsite
Action plan implementation by training participants (by organizing national workshops
and developing export e-market plans) in respective CLMV countries within threeweeks after the training;
• Phase III: 2 days in December 1-11, 2020 | via Zoom
The online Synthesis and Evaluation workshop attended by training participants to
reflect their action plan implementation results.

The tentative schedule, arrangement and methods will be as following:
Date
October
19-23,

Content
Pre-training
preparation

Details
• Assessment of participants knowledge and skills through
questionnaires;
2
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0
2
0

October
26, 2020
November
6, 2020

Live online sessions

Online-Offline
group work among
the participants

(Depend on RP’s
training methods)

Group presentations

(Depend on RP’s
training methods)

•

Distribution of online training outline and content by MI
Organizing Team;
• Testing the online training application with all participants;
• Preparation and submission of pre-training assignments,
questions by participants
October 26-November 6, 2020, at 08:30-12:00, 3.5 hours per
day (Bangkok time)
*Simulation exercises, quizzes, discussions and questions and
answers (Q&A) may be applied during/ after the live sessions in
line with the objectives of related training sessions, or offline
according to the training methods designed by resource
persons.
• Groups (either country/sector or theme-based) will be
formed, and assignments will be explained during live
sessions by MI Organizing Team;
• Groups may choose their appropriate methods of
communication and agree upon time either online or offline
for discussions among themselves;
• MI Team will monitor group activities.
• Each group may be allotted some times per week for
presentations, discussions and Q&A;
• Members of other groups will attend group presentations.

5. Broad Outline of the Training Curriculum
In this course, participants will explore five interrelated modules as following:
Module 1: The New Trends of Entrepreneurship through E-Commerce
Module 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate E-commerce
Module 3: Market Access to Republic of Korea
Module 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical Guidline
Moudle 5: Action Plan Development

Module 1: The New Trends of Entrepreneurship through E-Commerce
Key contents of the module:
Session 1.1 What is Entrepreneurship and how is related to E-commerce
• The new trends and required competences of entrepreneurship in the era of postCOVID
• The difference between traditional business and e-commerce
• Business and Market Research Methods and Analysis Tools (e.g. Business Canvas,
Ecosystem and Supply Chain Mapping)
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•

Group work: challenges and opportunities for a small business in the era of postCOVID

•
Session 1.2 Concepts of E-commerce
• Features of different types of E-Commerce - business models, marketing tools, key
players and required resources along supply chain, and benefits
o by geographic areas - domestic vs cross border e-commerce
o by types of sellers and consumer - B2B, B2C and sectors
• Enabling environment and existing ecosystem of e-commerce development in CLMV
countries;
• Case studies and testimonial: successful women-led SMEs utilizing opportunities of ecommerce to export worldwide including the Republic of Korea.
Learning objective:
• To understand the new trends and required competences of entrepreneurship in the
era of post-COVID, and capture the opportunities and challenges for a small business;
• To obtain basic understanding on different types of e-commerce and its associated
business models, available marketing tools, key players in the supply chain and
ecosystem;
• To be able to use Business and Market Analysis tools to understand the enabling
environment and e-commerce options for their business.
Learning outcome:
By the end of module, the participants would be able to
• Review their entrepreneurship competences and ready to adjust accordingly;
• Master the business analysis and market research methods and tools;
• Understand the e-commerce options and key resources for their business.
Module 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate Cross Border E-commerce
Key contents of the module:
Session 2.1 Planning for Cross Border E-commerce
• The key steps and tools to start and operate cross border e-commerce
• Group work: identify suitable e-commerce business model and tools kit by using the
Business analysis and market research tools introduced in Module 1
Session 2.2 Operate Cross Border E-Commerce via Suitable E-Platforms/E-Marketplaces
• Identify e-platforms/e-marketplaces which are popular among international and/or
Korean consumers/traders;
• The key steps to set up, operate and marketing your online store via e-platforms/emarketplace
• Tactics on products description development;
• Case studies, testimonials and group discussion – explore business models,
marketing strategies, and key successful factors.
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Session 2.3 Selling Online via Your Own Business Website
• The key steps to develop, manage and marketing your E-commerce presence
• Tactics on website content development via your own business website
• Case studies, testimonials and group discussion – marketing strategies, and key
successful factors
Session 2.4 Social Media for Cross Border E-Commerce Business
• Key social media platforms and tools and benefits
• The steps to set up, operate and marketing your online store via your own business
social media pages
• Tactics on social media contents development via social media, i.e.
o Micro-blogging sites
o Video sharing
o Photo sharing
o Blogs for SMEs
• Case studies, testimonials and group discussion – key successful factors
Session 2.5 Supply Chain Management for Operating Cross Border E-Commerce
• Supply chain mapping and management for operating cross border e-commerce
• Ensuring timely shipping - third party logistics services providers identification and
operation strategy;
• Other important service providers along cross border e-commerce supply chain
Session 2.6 Security, Privacy, Payment and Customers Care of Cross Border E-Commerce
• Tips for minimizing security and privacy risks associated with e-commerce
•

Payment Solutions for Cross Border E-Commerce

•

Customer’s services, rules of return, refund and dispute settlement etc.

Session 2.7 Workshop on Key Success Factors of Operating Cross Border E-Commerce (B2B
and B2C)
• Testimonials on cross border e-commerce practices
• Group Discussion and Presentation to summarize the key success factors and take
always to identify the suitable cross border e-commerce business model
Learning objective:
• To understand the various type of e-commerce business models which a company
should be mindful of to establish, operate and promote their business, in particular
exports through e-commerce;
• To learn tactics to use trending e-commerce platforms and tools – e-marketplaces,
own business website and social media - to set up, operate and marketing online
business;
• To master supply chain analysis and management for cross border e-commerce
• To understand the key successful elements of operating cross border e-commerce
Learning outcomes:
By the end of module, participants would be able to:
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•

Identify a suitable e-commerce business model and formulate marketing strategies
based on their business status and available resources/networks along supply chain.

Module 3: Access to Korean Market for SME Products
Key content of the module:
Session 3.1: General Overview of Korean Market
The session will give a general idea of the Korean market and its criteria.
• An overview of product sectors and market opportunities for the specific products and
services in Korea (e.g., share in GDP and consumption, growth rate, trends in exports
and imports), competitive advantage (e.g. comparative advantage analysis, value
chains), key actors (e.g. companies, countries from which imports take place,
government agencies), and main importers-distributors.
•

Market access requirements in terms of tariffs, rules of origin, including for ASEANKorea FTA, Korea-Vietnam FTA, standards, packaging, labelling and regulations,
testing and certification, and other compliance requirements, relevant regulatory
agencies; distribution and retail trends in ROK;

Session 3.2: A concrete Action for Accessing the Korean Market
The session will give more details and useful tools for entering the market.
• Analysis of consumer needs, trends, tastes and preferences, niche markets, branding,
marketing,
• E-commerce environment of ROK for the specified products (e.g. key actors,
platforms, services and price, regulations, other general and specific non-tariff
requirements, trends, opportunities, among others); COVID-19 regulatory
requirements for import of products, compliance
• Specific initiatives or provisions, including financing mechanisms for SMEs and
enterprises from Mekong countries and/or ASEAN countries.
Learning objectives:
• To learn the trends and requirements to access Korean market through e-commerce;
• To identify the key e-commerce opportunities from Korean.
Learning Outcomes:
By the end of module, participants would be able to:
• Understand the trends and requirements to export Korean market through ecommerce;
• Identify key e-commerce opportunities to further develop e-commerce target to
Korean consumers.
Module 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical Guideline
• Session 4.1 Objective and Benefits of Export E-Market Plan

•
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Session 4.2 Key Content of Export E-Market Plan

1) Outline and Executive Summary
2) Company Overview (business analysis, internal resource analysis, why export
through e-commerce?)
3) Market analysis (Market size, SWOT analysis, competitive analysis etc. to identify
export opportunities)
4) Products and services (right products identification and products specification,
certification etc.)
5) Customer segmentation (customers’ needs analysis, post-sale customer’s
services etc.)
6) Marketing plan (value proposition and marketing strategy)
7) Logistics and operations plan (third party logistics, warehousing, inventory, etc.)
8) Financial plan (marketing budget, cash flow to fund orders, sustainability of
export budget etc.)
Module 5: Action Plan Development
Session 5.1: Guideline for Preparing Action Plan
• Guidelines for the participants group of governmental officials from Trade
Promotion Organizations for organizing localized training/workshop to share the
training knowledge;
• Guidelines for the participants group of Women Entrepreneurs – for preparing
handbook to monitor the implementation progress of the Export E-Market Plan,
while it is tested in market.
Session 5.2: Presentation and Revision of Action Plan
• Presentation of Action Plan by participants (5 mins/participant)
• Comments and revision of Action Plan, by resource persons and participants
Learning objectives:
• To understand the training program’s requirements on action plan development and
implementation;
• To develop the implementable action plan, i.e. organizing national workshop, and
designing and testing the Export E-Market Plan in market.
Learning outcomes:
• By the end of module, participants would be able to understand MI’s requirements
on action plan development and implementation.
6. Approach of the Training
Phase I: Two-week Online Training Course on “Entrepreneurship Development Through ECommerce Promotion” | October 26-November 6, 2020 (3-4 hours per day) | Zoom application
The training program is so designed so as to enable the participants to have a comprehensive
understanding of the content, focus on sharing of practical knowledge by the participants
and resource persons, encourage exchange of information and ideas through group
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discussions, adopt participative methods, and foster networking among the participants. The
language used of the training program will be English.
The two-week online training at MI will adopt the following methods and tools of delivery.
• Lectures and videos;
• Examples and case study presentations;
• Simulations and mock negotiations; and
• Group work, exercises and presentations.
The team of resource person(s), facilitators and moderators will be comprised of qualified MI
and external experts with knowledge and experiences on the concepts and issues which will
be introduced and discussed during the training.
The Modular Training Program Flow Chart
Phase I: Two-week Training on Entrepreneurship Development through E Commerce Promotion
Oct 26-Nov 6, 2020

4 Governmental Officials

16 Women-Led SMEs

(from Business Development Service and Trade
Promotion Organizations)

(Women entrepreneurs/
senior marketing managers)

Phase II: Action Plan Implementation (by Nov 30, 2020)
Action Plan: Organize
training/workshops to
additional 20 local women-led
SME exporter

SME exporter

SME exporter

Action Plan:
Develop Export E-Market Plans

SME Exporter

SME Exporter

SME Exporter

Phase III: Synthesis & Evaluation Workshop (by Dec 11, 2020)
Synthesis &Evaluation workshop: (2 days)
Review, Lesson Learnt & Way Forward

The two-week training sessions held over two weeks on October 26- November 6, 2020 will
apply online training methods in the following manner.
• The online meeting application – Zoom will be chosen for conducting the live training
sessions;
• One-week before the training date, the MI Organizing Team will conduct Pre-Training
Testing and Briefing Sessions two times to help participants to get familiar with the
ZOOM application and understand the arrangement and norms of participating in the
online training;
• From October 26-Novermber 6, 2020, the 10-day (3-4 hours per day) of live online
training sessions will be conducted by the MI Organizing Team and MI Resource
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•
•

•
•

•

•

Persons with the aid of online Power Point presentations, videos, simulation
techniques, whiteboards, survey techniques (for questionnaires and quizzes), role play
etc.
In addition, the live training sessions will include individual/group assignments, online
group work and discussions, live online group presentations;
Live online training sessions will be combined with self-paced learning – this will be
off-line learning by the participants based on materials distributed by the MI
Organizing Team (when the participants can devote the duration and time on
materials as they wish, as per their convenience);
Pre-training materials and additional training materials and references while the online
training sessions are in progress will be distributed by the MI Team;
MI Organizing Team will conduct a pre-training survey, daily feedback of the
participants on the live sessions, mid-term and final evaluation (or exams) through
online survey methods (such as SurveyMonkey). To ensure full participation and
attention, the evaluations or exams will be graded by the MI Team;
At the end of the online training sessions, certificates of completion will be awarded
to the successful training participants. There will be three levels of awards, i) three
stars
awarded to the participants receiving grades above 90% in the, ii) two stars
awarded to the participants receiving grades between 60% and 90%, and iii) one
star awarded to the participants receiving grade below 60% evaluations conducted
by the MI team.
Each participant will be provided internet allowance to support participants to equip
high speed of internet package to attend the online training. USD 10/ day will be paid
to each participant.

Each participant must take part in all the below-mentioned training activities:
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-

Total 30 hours of live online training sessions, within this contain
(d) lectures by resource person(s)
(e) group presentations
(f) Opening (1.5 hours) and Closing (1.5 hours) Sessions.

-

Self-paced activities (that is duration and time can be decided by the participants
themselves or in consultation with their respective groups)
(f) At least one day devoted to pre-training materials including readings,
videos and assignments before the start of the training;
(g) At least one hour each week for additional training materials such as
videos, presentations and readings;
(h) Five days of breakout sessions (group/individual work, group discussions
etc.) paced as agreed between members of respective group (one-two
days each week). The outcome of the group/individual work will be
uploaded on MI e-learning portal for review of resource person(s) and MI
Team;
(i) Quizzes, simulation exercises, role plays, polls, evaluations etc. conducted
by resource person(s) and MI Team
(j) Mid-term and final examinations (or evaluations) conducted by MI
Organizing Team using online survey methods (e.g. SurveyMonkey)

Certificates will be awarded to participants on the basis of the performance of the participants
in the two evaluations (or exams) conducted by MI Team and their participation in quizzes,
surveys and other training-related assignments.
Phase II: Action Plan Implementation by the training participants | November 6-30, 2020 | CLMV
Countries (Online and Offline Activities)
Action plans will be drafted by the participants of the modular training and agreed upon with
the MI Organizing Team during the two-week online training. The action plans will be
implemented by the participants using online tools and methods in agreement with the MI
organizing Team. MI team and experts will guide and monitor the Action Plans development
and implementation of the participants using online methods and tools.
Within three weeks of attending the two-week online training, all training participants are
required to implement their action plans.
•

•

For the group of BDS providers: the four governmental officials from the key trade
promotion organizations will organize localized trainings/workshops in each of the
CLMV countries by November 30, 2020 to share their learnings from the training
content to additional at least 80 local women entrepreneurs (20/country).
For the group of Women-led SMEs: the 16 participants will need to design and finalize
their export e-market plans by November 30, 2020, and test the plans in the market
afterwards. The MI team will monitor the progress in implementation periodically until
the entire project ended in 2022.

Phase III: Synthesis and Evaluation Workshop by MI via Zoom | 2 days between December 111, 2020
By December 11, 2020, all participants will be invited to attend an online Synthesis &
Evaluation (S&E) Workshop via Zoom for 2 days. Each participant would present their action
plan implementation progress/results, best practices, lesson learnt, opportunities and
challenges, and ways forward.

7. Monitoring and Evaluation
A monitoring and evaluation (M&E) mechanism will be put in place to assess the progress
and measure the results of the intervention and every effort will be made to make it effective.
The M&E will be introduced in the pre, during and post stages of the training program.

Pre-Training
During the selection of participants, assessments will be made of applicants’ qualifications,
experiences, English language proficiency, willingness and ability to ensure their effective
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participation in the training program. Virtual interviews may be conducted for selected
applicants to judge their eligibility.

During Online Training
As per its standard practice, a few monitoring and evaluation tools will be employed by MI
during the training sessions. Accordingly, pre–, post– and final training assessments will be
conducted to assess the impact of the training on participants’ understanding of the subject
matter and skills. Results of pre-and post-assessment will be compared to measure the
improvement in knowledge and skills of participants due to the training content and
relevance of training materials and methods for the participants’ jobs.

Post-Training
A few months after the training, MI will measure the outcome of the training program by
seeking participants’ inputs on the impact of the training program in terms of the
enhancement of knowledge, skills and coordination among the participants post-training
program, application of the newly acquired knowledge and skills in real-life situations etc.
8. Contact
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta
Director,
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department
Tel: (+66) 43 202 411 (Ext: 2101)
Fax: (+66) 43 343 131
Email: dutta@mekonginstitute.org

7.3.
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Program Schedule

Ms. Wen HAO
Program Coordinator
Trade and Investment Facilitation Department
Tel: (+66) 43 202 411 (Ext: 2105)
Mobile/WhatsApp/Line: (+66) 8 7423 2983
Email: haowen@mekonginstitute.org

Detailed Program Schedule

WEEK 1
DAY 1, MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2020
Time

Activity/Topics

(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-8:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
• Test Internet Connection and Get to-know each
other
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

OPENING
09:00-09:20

Welcome and Opening Remarks

09:20-09:30

Introduction of Mekong Institute and the Project
Overview

09:30-09:40

Setting the context (via Padlet.com)
• Expectations (brainstorming)
• Rules and norms of the online training

09:40-09:45

Introduction of the Modular Training
• Objective
• Modules content and training approach
• Schedule
• Evaluation tools
• E-learning system for online materials

09:45-10:00

Break

Mr. Suriyan Vichitlekarn
Executive Director, MI
Mr. Madhurjya Kumar
Dutta
Director of
Trade and Investment
Facilitation (TIF), MI
Ms. Wen Hao
Program Coordinator,
TIF, MI and all
participants
Ms. Wen Hao
Program Coordinator,
TIF, MI

MODULE 1: The New Trends of Entrepreneurship through E-Commerce
10:00-11:00

Session 1.1: What is Entrepreneurship and How is
Related to E-commerce
• The new trends and required competences of
entrepreneurship in the era of post-COVID;
• The difference between traditional business and
e-commerce;
• Business and market research methods and
analysis tools (e.g. Business Canvas, Ecosystem
and Supply Chain Mapping);
• Group work: challenges and opportunities for a
small business in the era of post-COVID

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

11:00-12:00

Session 1.2: Concepts of E-commerce
• Features of different types of E-Commerce business models, marketing tools, key players

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person
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•

•

11:55-12:00

and required resources along supply chain, and
benefits
o by geographic areas - domestic vs cross
border e-commerce;
o by types of sellers and consumer - B2B, B2C
and sectors
Enabling environment and existing ecosystem
of e-commerce development in CLMV
countries;
Case studies: successful women-led SMEs
utilizing opportunities of e-commerce to export
worldwide including the Republic of Korea.

Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

MI-TIF Team

DAY 2, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2020
Time
(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Activity/Topics
Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
• Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results and
participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate
Cross Border E-commerce
09:00-10:00

Session 2.1: Planning for Cross Border E-commerce
• The key steps and tools to start and operate cross
border e-commerce

10:00-10:15

Break

10:15-11:00

•

Group work: identify suitable e-commerce business

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

All participants

model and tools kit by using the Business analysis
and market research tools introduced in Module 1
(30 min discussion +15 min presentations)
11:00-12:00

11:55-12:00

Session 2.1: Cont.
• Status of SMEs E-Commerce Development
Ecosystem
Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person
MI-TIF Team

DAY 3, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 2020
Time
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Activity/Topics

By

(Bangkok
Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
• Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results and
participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate
Cross Border E-commerce (cont.)
09:00-10:20

Session 2.2: Operate Cross Border E-Commerce via Suitable
E-Platforms/E-Marketplaces
• Identify e-platforms/e-marketplaces which are
popular among international and/or Korean
consumers/traders
• The key steps to set up, operate and marketing
your online store via e-platforms/e-marketplace
• Tactics on products description development;

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

Session 2.3: Selling Online via Your Own Business Website
• The key steps to develop, manage and marketing
your E-commerce presence;
• Tactics on website content development via your
own business website.

10:20-10:35

Break

10:35-11:15

Session 2.4: Social Media for Cross Border E-Commerce
Business
• Key social media platforms and tools and benefits
• The steps to set up, operate and marketing your
online store via your own business social media
pages
• Tactics on social media contents development via
social media, i.e.
o Micro-blogging sites
o Video sharing
o Photo sharing
o Blogs for SMEs
Group work: reflection of session 2.2-2.4

11:15-12:00
11:55-12:00

Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

All participants
MI-TIF Team

DAY 4, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2020
Time
(Bangkok Time)
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Activity/Topics

By

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

09:00-10:15

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
MI-TIF Team
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
All participants
• Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results
and participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
MI-TIF Team and All
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
participants
min/person
MODULE 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate
Cross Border E-commerce (cont.)
Session 2.5 Supply Chain Management for Operating Cross
Ms. Maria Fernanda
Border E-Commerce
Guzman
MI
Resource
Person
• Supply chain mapping and management for

•

•

operating cross border e-commerce
Ensuring timely shipping - third party logistics
services providers identification and operation
strategy;
Other important service providers along cross
border e-commerce supply chain

10:15-10:30

Break

10:30-11:15

Session 2.6 Security, Privacy, Payment and Customers Care
of Cross Border E-Commerce
• Tips for minimizing security and privacy risks
associated with e-commerce
• Payment Solutions for Cross Border E-Commerce
• Customer’s services, rules of return, refund and
dispute settlement etc.

11:15-12:00

Group work: reflection of session 2.5-2.6

11:55-12:00

Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

All participants
MI-TIF Team

DAY 5, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2020
Time

Activity/Topics

(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
• Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results and
participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 2: Practical Steps and Tools Kit to Start and Operate
Cross Border E-commerce (cont.)
09:00-10:15

Session 2.7 Workshop on Key Success Factors of
Operating Cross Border E-Commerce (B2B and B2C)

•
•
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Testimonials on cross border e-commerce
practices (45 min)
Q&A (30 min)

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person
&
a Guest Speaker

10:15-10:30

Break

10:30-12:00

•

Group Discussion and Presentation to
summarize the key success factors and
take always to identify the suitable cross
border e-commerce business model

11:55-12:00

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
and all participants

Close the daily sessions and send
1) Daily quizzes and evaluation
2) Mid-term examination to participants

MI-TIF Team

OCTOBER 31-NOVEMBER 1, 2020, WEEKEND OFF
DAY 6, MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2020
Time

Activity/Topics

(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
Briefing daily agenda and reflection of
1) quiz results and participants feedback of day 5 and
2) mid-term examination results
3) Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day,
5min/person

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 3: Access to Korean Market for SME Products
09:00-10:15

Session 3.1: General Overview of Korean Market
• An overview of product sectors and market
opportunities for the specific products and services
in Korea (e.g., share in GDP and consumption,
growth rate, trends in exports and imports),
competitive advantage (e.g. comparative
advantage analysis, value chains), key actors (e.g.
companies, countries from which imports take
place, government agencies), and main importersdistributors.

10:15-10:30

Break

10:30-12:00

Session 3.1 (Cont.)
• Market access requirements in terms of tariffs, rules
of origin, including for ASEAN-Korea FTA, KoreaVietnam FTA, standards, packaging, labelling and
regulations, testing and certification, and other
compliance requirements, relevant regulatory
agencies; distribution and retail trends in ROK.
Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

11:55-12:00

Mr. Karl Miville de
Chêne
MI Resource Person

Mr. Karl Miville de
Chêne
MI Resource Person

MI-TIF Team

DAY 7, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2020
Time
(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
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Activity/Topics
Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants

•
08:30-09:00

•

Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results and
participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 3: Access to Korean Market for SME Products (cont.)
09:00-10:15

Session 3.2: A concrete Action for Accessing the Korean
Market
• Analysis of consumer needs, trends, tastes and
preferences, niche markets, branding, marketing

10:15-10:30

Break

10:30-12:00

Session 3.2 (cont.)
• E-commerce environment of ROK for the specified
products (e.g. key actors, platforms, services and
price, regulations, other general and specific nontariff requirements, trends, opportunities, among
others); COVID-19 regulatory requirements for
import of products, compliance
• Specific initiatives or provisions, including financing
mechanisms for SMEs and enterprises from Mekong
countries and/or ASEAN countries.
Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

11:55-12:00

Mr. Karl Miville de
Chêne
MI Resource Person

Mr. Karl Miville de
Chêne
MI Resource Person

MI-TIF Team

DAY 8, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2020
Time

Activity/Topics

(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
• Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results
and participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical Guideline
09:00-09:15

Session 4.1: Objective and Benefits of Export E-Market Plan

09:15-10:15

Session 4.2: Key Content of Export E-Market Plan
1) Outline and Executive Summary
2) Company Overview (business analysis, internal
resource analysis, why export through ecommerce?)
3) Market analysis (Market size, SWOT analysis,
competitive analysis etc. to identify export
opportunities)

10:15-10:30

Break
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Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person
Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

10:30-12:00

11:55-12:00

Session 4.2 (Cont.)
4) Products and services (right products
identification and products specification,
certification etc.)
5) Customer segmentation (customers’ needs
analysis, post-sale customer’s services etc.)
6) Marketing plan (value proposition and marketing
strategy)
Close the daily sessions and send daily quizzes and
evaluation link to participants

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

MI-TIF Team

DAY 9, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2020
Time

Activity/Topics

(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
• Briefing daily agenda and reflection of quiz results and
participants feedback of previous day (20 min)
• Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 4: Development of Export E-Market Plan - Practical Guideline (cont.)
09:00-10:30

Session 4.2 (Cont.)
7) Logistics and operations plan (third party logistics,
warehousing, inventory, etc.)
8) Financial plan (marketing budget, cash flow to fund
orders, sustainability of export budget etc.)

10:30-10:45

Break

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

MODULE 5: Action Plan Development
10:45-12:00

11:55-12:00

12:00-13:30
13:30-17:00
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Session 5.1: Guideline for Preparing Action Plan
• Guideline for the participants group of
governmental officials from Trade Promotion
Organizations – organizing localized
training/workshop to share the training knowledge;
• Guideline for the participants group of Women
Entrepreneurs – handbook to monitor the
implementation progress of action plan (Export EMarket Plan) while it is tested in market.
Close the daily sessions and send
1) daily quizzes and evaluation link to participants
2) final-term examination to participants

Ms. Maria Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource Person

MI-TIF Team

Lunch break
•
•

Group work: Preparing of Action Plan, and
Complete daily quizzes, evaluation and final-term
examination.

Self-arranged by
each country group
of participants

DAY 10, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2020
Time

Activity/Topics

(Bangkok Time)

08:20
08:20-08:30
08:30-09:00

Open the ZOOM Meeting room for daily registration
Join in the ZOOM meeting room by 08:30 am
Briefing daily agenda and reflection of
1) quiz results and participants feedback of previous day
2) final-term examination results
3) Special self-introduction, 2 participants/day, 5
min/person

By
MI-TIF Team
All participants
MI-TIF Team and All
participants

MODULE 5: Action Plan Development (cont.)
09:00-10:20

Session 5.2: Presentation of Action Plans
(Format: Power Point and/or Word)

10:20-10:30

Break

10:30-12:00

Session 5.3 Reflection, Revision and Guidance on
Participants’ Action Plan Development and Implementation
• Breakout Room 1: SMEs Group (16 participants):
Finalizing the Export E-Market Plans by Nov 30,
2020 and Implementation Action Plan (testing the
plan in market) in 2-year
• Breakout Room 2: BDS Group (4 participants):
Organizing localized training/workshop at home
countries by Nov 30, 2020
Close the daily sessions and send links of
• Post-training self-assessment
• After-training Evaluation to participants

11:55-12:00

12:00-13:30

Lunch break

13:30-14:00

Join in the Meeting room to complete evaluations:
• Post-training self-assessment
• After-training Evaluation

All participants
(4 mins / person)
Room 1:
Guide by Ms. Maria
Fernanda Guzman
MI Resource Person

Room 2:
Guide by
MI-TIF team
MI-TIF Team

All participants

CLOSING CEREMONY
14:00-15:00

15:00-15:30
15:30-16:00

7.4.
I.
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•

Course report on results of daily quizzes,
examinations and overall feedbacks from
participants;
• Work plan and methods of MI team to monitor
action plan implementation of participants
Speech of participant’s country representatives
(5 min/person)
Closing remarks and the way forward

Directory

Directory of Participants

Ms. Wen Hao
Program
Coordinator, TIF, MI

Representative of the
CLMV countries
Ms. Wen Hao

No

Profile
Photo

Name &
Position

Organization & Contact

Sector/Product

Cambodia (5)

1.

2.

Ms. Chea Ratha

Khmum Technology Co., Ltd

Founder & CEO

21 Street 337 Toul Kork, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia
Email: rathachea@khmumtech.com
Tel: +855 77827252
Web: www.khmum.com; Fb:
https://www.facebook.com/KhmumEshop

Ms. Simheang
Tex

KEIMEAS HANDICRAFS
13-61, St.63, Sangkart Phsar thmey I,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Tel: +855 15792007
Email: simheangtex@yahoo.com;
simheangtex@gmail.com
Social Media: Keimeas Handicrafts
Web: www.keimeas.com
Contact person: YAV MALOSYA
Email: malosyayav2017@gmail.com
Tel: +856 12399826

SME
Handicraft – Textile (silk, cotton
fabric, dress) producer
HS Code : don’t have yet

IRONWORKS (CAMBODIA) CO., LTD
CWEA & Rattan Association of Cambodia
No A14, Tropang Jerng Srok Village,
Sangkat Krang Tnung, Khan Sensok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Email: office@ironworkscambodia.com;
eangkeokongkea@gmail.com
Tel: +855 70370417, 92370400
Web: www.ironworkscambodia.com
Social media: Ironworks Cambodia

SME
Home Decoration – manufacturer
and trader
HS Code : 940153, 940159,
940383, 940510, 460211,
460219, 940310, 940320

Sokunthea Natual Rice

SME
Agri-foods – rice, peppers,
cashews nuts, palm sugars etc.
trader
HS Code :

Founder

3.

Ms. Eang Keo
Kongkea
Sale & Office
Manager

4.

Ms. Hor
Sokunthea
Owner

5.

Ms. Mann Mliss
Deputy Chief
Office of Market
Development
Strategy

Lao PDR (5)
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Sorya center point on the 4floors, or
#36E1,ST 128,Phnom Pénh,Cambodia
Tel: +855 61 564 444, +855 61 899 995
Email: hor.sokunthea@yahoo.com;
knrcambodia@gmail.com
Web: www.knrcambodia.com

Department of Market Development,
Ministry of Commerce, Cambodia
Lot 19-61, Russian Federation Blvd,
Sangkat Teuk Thla, Khan Sen Sok, Phnom
Penh, Cambodia
Email: mannmliss@gmail.com
Mobile: +85599954565

SME
E-marketplace operator and
Handicraft trader
HS Code : 121293

Government
Responsibilities: Organizing
workshop and events to promote
SMEs business
HS Code : 460219

6.

Ms.
Heuangkhamsen
e Douangmany
Founder &
Managing
Director

7.

Ms.
Phanthavongs
Siriphone
Managing
Director

8.

Ms. Somphavanh
Chanthaphonh
General Manager

9.

Ms. Malakhan
Sysana
Founder

10.

Ms. Sengkeo
Detlavong
Trade officer,
General
Department of
Trade Promotion

Her Works
Nokeokoummane Rd., Mixay Village,
Chanthabouly, Vientiane, Laos
Tel: +856205888338
Email: herworks.lao@gmail.com
Web: www.herworks.la
Social media:
https://www.facebook.com/herworks
Electrical Civil Mechanical Engineering
Sole Co., Ltd
Nongbeuk-Dongdok Rd., Nongbeuk
Village, Sikhottabong District, Vientiane
Capital, Lao PDR, PO. Box 8244
Tel: +8562022079933, +8562022217102
Email: admin@ecmelao.com;
siriphone@ecmelao.com
Social Media: Ecme Lao
Web: www.ecmelao.com

SME
Handicraft – bags, scarf, hat, ecofriendly dress etc. workshop
operator
HS Code : 1) 621490 (hand spun
hand woven cotton scarf)
2) 630291 (coasters, Placemats,
pot holders, apron)
3)420222 (small bags)
SME
Electronic equipment and parts,
trader
HS Code : TBA

Society Development of Forest ExportImport Sole Co.., Ltd.
Email: mimi.sdfei@gmail.com
Tel: +856 20 29924289

SME
Agriculture products Benzoin Gum, Black Ginger, and
Cardamom, trader
HS Code : 1301.90.90

Sayfonlogistics
Vientiane. Lao
Email: malakhansysana@gmail.com
Tel: +8562022267121
Web: www.sayfonlogistics.com
Social Media: Sayfonlogistics
Web: www.sayfonlogistics.com

SME
Logistics:
International freight
Customs clearance
Share container to Europe
Packing
HS Code : 090111

Ministry of Industry and Commerce of Lao
PDR
Tel: +856 20 22323344
Email: noi_sengkeo@yahoo.com

Government

Production, Sale & marketing,
Management, Exporting
Ywangan Amayar Company Limited

SME
Coffee - producer, processor
and trader
HS Code : 090121

Trade Promotion,
Lao national products export ecommerce gateway–
www.plaosme.com
HS Code : 090210

Myanmar (5)
11.

Ms. Su Su Aung
Managing
Director

12.
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64, Ba Htoo Road, Zay Tan Quarter,
Ywangan Southern Shan State, Myanmar
Tel: +959 428 369 062
Email: susuaungynn@gmail.com

Ms. Kyi Cin Shwe

Amazing Oasis Co., Ltd

Managing
Director,
Business
Development

NaGyi(2/7+8), 104th Street, Bet:63x64,
Chan Mya Thar Si Tsp, Mandalay, 05041
Tel: +9592035010
Email: kyicinshwe86@gmail.com
Social media: Chef's Choice

SME
Multiple local products trader
1. various kinds of Beans
2. Jade souvenirs
HS Code : 71131100, 71162011

13.

Ms. Wine Wai
Wai Win

Ms. Saw Mar Mar
Win

Win and Win Power Co.,Ltd
Rm(C/5), Shwe Ingyinn Yeikmon,
Waizayanta Rd, Thuwanna, Thingangyun
Tsp, Yangon
Tel: +959 5107724
Email: mgwine@gmail.com
Social meida: Chef's Choice
Shangrila-Leap Int'l Co., Ltd
No. 63, Pyinsiminthargyi Street, Zone 4,
Yangon, Myanmar
Tel: +959795968519
Email: wahwahsoe7@gmail.com
Social meida: facebook.com/Doaru
Web: www.doaru.com/;
www.d'family.com
Ministry of Planning, Finance and Industry
of Myanmar

Assistant Director,
SME Development
Department

Email: sawmarmarwinn@gmail.com
Mobile: +959258460338

Managing
Director
14.

Ms. Wah Wah
Soe
Manager, Lab
and R&D

15.

SME
Consumer Goods - Kitchen Ware,
import mostly, interested to find
Myanmar products to export
HS Code : 030559 - Fish powder
for cooking
SME
Manufacturer in cosmetic,
personal care and home care
HS Code: TBC

Government
Organize workshop, seminar and
training for capacity building of
SMEs, and overall support on
SME development
HS Code : 090111

Vietnam (5)
16.

Ms. Hoang Thanh
Thuy
Founder,
International
Business
Development

17.

Ms. Cat Vo
Marketing
Manager

18.

Ms. Duyen Le
Sales and
Marketing
Manager

19.

Ms. Nguyen Thi
Hong Hanh
Founder and
Director
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Mekong Coconut Oil Company
12/B7 Phan Huy Ich, P.14
Tel: +84 911434035
Email: thuydalat@gmail.com
Fax: +842838448346
Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/cocovie.com.v
n/
Web: www.cocovie.com.vn
Cat Nghi Tea Co. LTD
82/2/26 Đinh Bộ Lĩnh, P. 26, Q. Bình
Thạnh, TP. HCM, Vietnam
Tel: +84 898419088
Email: catvo@catnghitea.com;
catvo.deanza@gmail.com
Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/catnghitea
Web: www.catnghitea.com
Green Life Investment Co., LTD
18, DUONG 30B, KHU PHO 2, PHUONG
BINH AN, QUAN 2
Tel: +85 9045032795
Email: duyen.le@greenlifecorp.com
Web: greenlifecorp.com

Alma Company Limited
48/7 Ho Bieu Chanh, ward 11, Phu Nhuan
district, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Email: honghanh.nguyen@alma-p.com;
hanhkathy.nguyen@gmail.com
Tel: +84903744328, +842839977982
Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/AlmaHouseSai
gon

SME
Beauty and Skin Care
Manufacturer
1.Virgin Coconut Oil
2.Premium Extra Virgin Coconut
Oil
3.Coconut Soap& Scrubs
4.Coconut Skin care oil
5.Hair Repair Essence
HS Code : 151311990000
SME
Tea – producer, processor and
trader
HS Code : 090230, 090220,
09024040

SME
Forestry and Fishery Products
1. Real Christmas pine tree
2. bluefin tuna
3. fresh fish
4. frozen fish
5. shellfish
HS Code : 03044900
SME
Processed Healthy Food and
Nutrition Therapy
1.Ginseng chicken soup ready-toeat
2.Cordyceps Beauty drink
3.Cordyceps Tonic drink
HS Code : 07129090

20.

Ms. Le Thị Minh
Nguyệt
Trade Promotion
Division

Investment and Trading Promotion Center
(ITPC), Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
Address: 51 Đinh Tiên Hoàng St., Đa Kao
Ward, District 1, HCMC
Mobile: +84 938 036 862
Tel: +84-28 3910 4565
E-mail: lethiminhnguyet4@gmail.com;
nguyetltm@itpc.gov.vn
Web: www.itpc.gov.vn
Facebook: www.facebook.com/itpc.xttm

Government
Responsibility: international
and domestic trade
promotion activities
HS Code : We don't have it

because we don't export.
But you can find the HS
codes here:
https://www.seair.co.in/

II. Resource Persons (RPs)
Photo

Name & Position

Organization &
Address
International
Trade
Development
Consultant
132 Castlefield
Avenue,
Toronto, ON
M4R 1G7,
Canada
Montreal, QC,
Canada

Contacts

Expertise

+1 647-996-4170
Email:
taticaguz@hotmail.com

International Trade,

+1 514-919-0834
Email:
kmd@contactsmonde.com

International Trade
Development,
export industry
promotion trade
finance, international
marketing, risk
management analysis,
SME export, etc.

Oakville, ON,
Canada

Tel. +1 416 436-4471
E-mail:
fadi.bassily@gmail.com
Linkedin :
https://www.linkedin.com/in/f
adi-bassily-mba

International Trade
Promotion

Mr. Rodolfo
Móseres-Dieppa
MI Resource
Person (RP)

BSBA, MALD
President
EQ Foundation

Ms. Dandi
Maestre

E-Commerce
entrepreneur and
accessory designer

Hudson's Bay Centre,2 Bloor
St. East - Suite 3500,
Toronto, Canada M4W 1A8
Tel. +1 647 402 2040
Email:
rmoseres@eqfoundation.com
Web:
www.eqfoundation.com
Web:
http://www.dandimaestre.co
m/designer.htm
Email:
dandi@dandimaestre.com

Ms. Maria
Fernanda
Guzman
MI Resource
Person (RP)

Mr. Karl Mivillede Chêne
MI Resource
Person (RP)

Mr. Fadi Bassily
MBA
Bilingual Project
Manager,
Team member of Mr.
Karl

Guest Speaker
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E-Commerce
Development and
Training

Successful cross
border e-commerce
practitioner
Business industry:
Accessory

III. MI Organizing Team
Photo

Name & Position

Contacts

Mr. Madhurjya Kumar Dutta

Tel: + 66 (0) 43 202 411 - 2
Fax: + 66 (0) 43 343 131
E-mail: dutta@mekonginstitute.org

Director, Trade and Investment
Facilitation (TIF) Department,
(Project Team Leader)
Ms. Hao Wen
Program Coordinator, Trade and
Investment Facilitation (TIF)
Department
(Training Facilitator)
Mr. Sokim Phang
Program Officer on Secondment
Trade and Investment Facilitation
Department

Tel: + 66 (0) 43 202 411-2
Fax: + 66 (0) 43 343 131
Mobile: +66 (0)87 423 2983
E-mail: haowen@mekonginstitute.org

Tel: +66 (0) 43 202 411, ext. 2106
Mobile: +66 (0) 80 767 5289
Fax: +66 (0) 43 203 656
Email: sokim@mekonginstitute.org

(Training Coordinator)
Ms. Sasiporn Phuphaploy
Program Assistant, Trade and
Investment Facilitation (TIF)
Department
(Overall Support)
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Tel: + 66 (0) 43 202 411 - 2
Fax: + 66 (0) 43 343 131
Mobile: +66 (0) 88 304 4427
E-mail: sasiporn@mekonginstitute.org

7.5.

Export E-Market Plan Template
Sponsored by

Implemented by

Export E-Market Plan
Your Business Name
Business Address
Phone
Email

Prepared for
Contact Name
Organization
Address
Phone
Email
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Target Market
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85
85
85
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85
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86

Distribution Methods

87

Sales Goals

87

Products
E-Marketing plan
Price

87
87
88

Product

88

Promotion

88

E-Channel Strategy

88

E-Commerce Platform

88

Logistics and operations plan
Suppliers
Production

88

Shipping and fulfilment

88

Inventory

88

Financial Resources

88

Action Plan
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88
88
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I.

Executive summary

A good executive summary is one of the most crucial sections of your plan, and it’s also the
last section you should write.
Its purpose is to identify all the details that follow and give any time-crunched reviewers
(e.g., potential investors) a high-level overview of your business so they’re persuaded them
to read further. It’s a summary, so you’ll highlight the key points.
It shouldn’t exceed one page, but it’s possible to include the most salient information with a
bit of work. Here’s what your business plan executive summary should include:
●

Business concept. What does your business do? Who you are.

●

Business goals and vision. What does your business want to do?

●

Product description and differentiation. What do you sell, and why is it different?
Value Proposition

●

Target market. Who do you sell to? Customers

●

Marketing plan. How do you plan on reaching your customers?

●

Current financial state. What do you currently make in revenue?

●

Projected financial state. What you foresee making in revenue and how? Revenue
Streams

●

II.

The team. Who’s involved in the business? Key Partners

Company overview

This section of your business plan will answer two fundamental questions: Who are you and
what do you plan to do? Why are you different?

III.

Market Selection

1) Target Market
Detail your target market and the key characteristics that led you to choose it. Based on the
Market Study presented on day 6 & 7 Why Korea?

2) SWOT analysis
A SWOT analysis looks at your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. What are
the best things about your company? What are you not so good at? What market or
industry shifts can you take advantage of and turn into opportunities? Are there external
factors threatening your ability to succeed?
These breakdowns are often presented as a grid, with bullet points in each section about
the most relevant information
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Positive

Negative

Internal

Strengths
- Previous experience scaling
ecommerce business
- Strong ad management
experience
- Patented product
- Exclusive deal with
manufacturing company

Weaknesses
- No team management
experience
- Breakable product, making
shipping more expensive

External

Opportunities
- Strong growth in product
category sales
- No “market leader” in
category, many smaller firms

Threats
- Regulation pending for product
category in international
markets

(Include here the SWOT analysis from the template you have already completed in day 8)

3) Competitive analysis
4)
You’ll always have competition in the market, even with an innovative product, so it’s
important to include a competitive overview in your business plan. If you’re entering an
established market, include a list of a few companies you consider direct competitors, and
how you plan to differentiate your products and business.
For example, if you’re selling jewelry, your competitive differentiation could be that unlike
many high-end competitors who offer high-quality products, you donate a percentage of
your profits to a notable charity, or you pass savings on to your customers.
Once you’ve identified your competition, it’s time to review what makes your products and
your business stand out. There are three overarching factors you can use to differentiate
your business:
● Cost leadership. You have capacity to offer lower prices than the majority of your
competitors to maximize profits.
●

Differentiation. Your product offers something distinct from the current cost leaders
in your industry. Value Proposition.

●

Segmentation. You focus on a very specific or “niche” target market and focus on
building traction with a smaller audience before moving on to a broader market.

While those are the major strategies to differentiate your business, there are plenty of other
ways you can compete within them, including customization, design, branding, and
convenience, to name a few. You’ll want to include details about your specific plans to
stand out. (Include here the competitive analysis from the template you have already
completed in day 8)
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My Company

Competitor 1

Competitor 2

Competitor 3

Type (Primary, Secondary,
Tertiary)
Positioning
Price point
Target audience
Offering
Key competitive
advantage
Sales channels/where they
sell
Marketing strategy
Support
Shipping
# of products
Strengths
Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats

5) Distribution Methods
Outline how you will get your product or service to the end customers in target market.

6) Sales Goals
Give time frame and sales figures you are forecasting.
(From Budget template Projected Sales)
IV.

Products

While your products will feature prominently in most sections of your business plan, it’s
important to provide a section that outlines key details about them for interested readers.
Depending on how many products you offer, you can include information about your
product lines, or offer more detailed information on each product if you only sell a few.
Product Description.
V.

E-Marketing plan

Your marketing efforts are directly informed by your ideal customer and your plan should
outline your current decisions and your future plans, with a focus on how your ideas are a fit
for your ideal customer. If you’re planning to invest heavily in ads on Instagram, for
example, it might make sense to include whether Instagram is a leading platform for your
audience.
Most marketing plans include answers to four key questions, in as much detail as makes
sense for your plan’s goals:
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1) Price
How much do your products cost, and why have you made that decision?

2) Product
What are you selling, and how do you differentiate it in the market?

3) Promotion
How will you get your products in front of your ideal customer? Key Activities & Costumer
Relationship

4) E-Channel Strategy
B2C B2B C2C or Omni-channel

5) E-Commerce Platform
E-commerce platform selection

VI.

Logistics and operations plan

Your logistics and operations are the workflows that you’ll implement to make your ideas a
reality. If you’re writing a business plan for your own planning purposes, this is still an
important section to consider, even though you might not need to include the same level of
detail as if you’re seeking investment.
You’ll want to cover all parts of your planned operations, including:

1) Suppliers
Where do you get the raw materials you need for production, or where are your products
produced?

2) Production
How long does it take to produce your products, and get them shipped to you? How will
you handle a busy season, or an unexpected spike in demand?

3) Shipping and fulfilment
Will you be handling all the fulfillment tasks in-house or will you use a third-party fulfillment
partner?

4) Inventory
Inventory or stock is the goods and materials that a business holds for the ultimate goal of
resale. How much product do you need to have in stock to complete your sales? How will
you keep track of incoming and outgoing inventory?

5) Financial Resources
(Include Budget template prepared on day 9)
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VII.

Action Plan

By Nov 30, we expect participants to have following achievements:
Task
1) Finalized Export E-Market
Plan (either in short-term, at least for
6 months of implementation and
testing period, or long-term, 1-2
years)

By Who

By When
Nov 30

2) Registered on a suitable emarketplaces/platforms where they
could reach their target exporting
market (may try free membership
first to be familiar with the rules and
requirements of the platform
3) e-Brochure (brief introduction and
highlights of their business and
company, with value proposition,
and key products information)

Nov 30

4) e-Products Description - at least 3
Top-Sold products of their company
with photos, description and pricing
options (can be part of the

Nov 30

5) Improved E-Commerce (Online)
Presence on their business website,
Facebook business page, Instagram
business page etc.

Nov 30

Nov 30

brochure, with this template they
could continue to work on the rest
of products description until it could
be finalized as the E-Products
Catalogue)

Other achievements
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7.6.

Export E-Market Plan Budget Plan Template

2020 Budget

[Company Name]

INCOME

Budget (projected
sales)

Actual

Sales
Sales - Qtr 1
Sales - Qtr 2
Sales - Qtr 3
Sales - Qtr 4
Other
Total Sales

-

-

Difference
-

-

Total INCOME

-

-

-

-

-

-

EXPENSES
Operating Expenses for E-commerce
Photographer
Advertising
Dues and Subscriptions
Inventory
Security Sofware
Maintenance and Repairs
Payment Processing
Payroll Expenses
Shipping when apllicable
Apps and Pluging
Research and Development
Licenses
Telephone
Warehouse
Online adds
Email Marketing sofware
Web Hosting and Domains
Row Material - Final Product
Total Operating Expenses

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Non-Recurring Expenses
Photographer
Gifts for customers
Other

Total EXPENSES
Net Income Before Taxes
Income Tax Expense if applicable

NET INCOME
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About Mekong Institute
The Mekong Institute (MI) is an Inter-Governmental Organization (IGO) working closely
with the governments of six countries, namely Cambodia, P.R.China, Lao PDR, Myanmar,
Vietnam and Thailand, to promote regional development, cooperation and integration
by offering capability development programs across three cutting themes of Agricultural
Development and Commercialization (ADC), Trade and Investment Facilitation (TIF), and
Innovation and Technological Connectivity (ITC).
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